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SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRY ROBOTIZATION
Katarina Rojko1
Abstract
The transformation to Industry 4.0 increases the number of robots’
installations within the industry, which brings various concerns. The
paper focuses on changes in manufacturing sector in the last decade,
and on the expected future development. Based on analysis of official
and publicly available data we expose the decreased number of jobs
and a contracting share of manufacturing output within the industry. We
also compared data on industrial robots’ shipments and labour
productivity in manufacturing, to present negative correlation.
We are entering the so-called “robots stealing jobs period” and great
shifts in industry ecosystem and society as a whole are happening.
Implication of presented research is to increase awareness of some
missed economic and also social goals of transformation to Industry 4.0,
calling for new strategic directions for industry humanization and
economic eligibility. For this reason, we believe the opportunities for
further development in this field should be carefully examined and
oriented toward more sustainable and human friendly industry
transformation.
Keywords: industry transformation, industry robotization, social
sustainability, manufacturing output, productivity in manufacturing;
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.12959/issn.1855-0541.IIASS-2020-no2-art1
Introduction
The paper focuses on the robotization of industry, which happens
accelerated in this century, especially now, during the transformation to
Industry 4.0, using the data by International Federation of Robotics (IFR)
on shipments of multipurpose industrial robots. Furthermore, based on
official dataset on number of jobs, outputs and productivity, in
manufacturing sector and industry as a whole in the United States (U.S.)
we present an alternative view on the current situation in industry.

1

PhD Katarina Rojko is assistant professor at Faculty of Information Studies in Novo
mesto, Slovenia (katarina.rojko@fis.unm.si).
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We noticed that the increased number of robots within the industry,
capable of learn, interact and understand, poses threat to human’s role
in industry. This implies that the latest transformation of industry has to
be carefully examined and planned sustainably, due to the possible
significant negative impact on the society as a whole. For this reason,
we decided to focus on the next step of industry transformation, from
Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0, in which human role should again be
increased and considered as a main driver of growth and success in
globalized economy.
Rapid development of technology enables changes in industry as a
whole, while the recent technology focus on manufacturing sector
exposes the transformation in direction of factories of the future.
Factories of the future are enabled by management and control systems,
quality assurance, data regulation and processing, intralogistics,
digitalization, optimization and automatization of production processes.
Based on a comprehensive technological restructuring, factories of the
future are also raising the level of robotization and are linking knowledge
and creativity, enabling the increase of added value per employee, new
market opportunities and an increase in exports. The factories of the
future are a new dimension of multi-level production that take advantage
of the latest ubiquitous and pervasive information technologies.
The industry’s focus moved on funding of such advanced technological
solutions to increase outputs and productivity. But, there is a big gap
between technology change and business productivity (Deloitte, 2017b).
For this reason, the aim of the paper is also to expose different view on
this industry transformation as in the official public documents, only
positive consequences of Industry 4.0 are put to front. However, looking
at certain economic indicators, and considering social consequences,
alternative view arises.
The following two chapters of the paper present short theoretical
framework on the Industry 4.0 and further development to Industry 5.0.
The fourth chapter describes the research goal and sets out the
hypothesis. The following two chapters present data analysis and
summarize our key findings. The last chapter puts forward an alternative
view on the theoretical framework of Industry 4.0 and discusses the
possibilities about the required changes for human friendly industry
transformation.
Literature Review
The fourth industrial revolution, also named as Industry 4.0, is one of the
most trending topics in both professional and academic fields (Chiarello
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et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2017). The first three industrial revolutions were
a result of mechanization, electricity and information technology, while in
the 4th industrial revolution internet of things and cyber physical systems
were introduced into the manufacturing environment (Weyer et al.,
2015).
In terms of cyber physical systems, it can be considered that we are in
the middle of the 4th industrial revolution. These systems are industrial
automation systems with several innovative functionalities. These
innovative functionalities are enabled by the networking and their access
to the cyber world (Jazdi, 2014). For instance, smart sensors and
actuators, which enable real-time responses and decisions, are
increasingly being introduced, through integrated computer support and
become more and more self-sufficient over the time due to low energy
consumption (Rojko and Jelovac, 2018). The Industry 4.0 technological
field is not new, but it is highly heterogeneous (actually it is the
aggregation point of more than 30 different fields of the technology). For
this reason, many stakeholders feel uncomfortable, since they do not
master the whole set of technologies, and they manifested a lack of
knowledge and pointed several problems of communication with other
domains (Chiarello et al., 2018).
Integration of technological solutions requires comprehensive exchange
of production and business information. Only based on this exchange it
is possible to increase optimization and efficiency of the entire range of
production processes: from identifying market needs, planning, modeling
and manufacturing a new product, to planning production resources,
logistics and stock management (Gianelle et al., 2016).
Industry 4.0 technologies can be separated, at least, into two different
layers according to their main objective, as proposed in our conceptual
framework. In the center of the framework we place what we call as
‘Front-end technologies’ of Industry 4.0, which considers the
transformation of the manufacturing activities based on emerging
technologies (Smart Manufacturing) and the way product are offered
(Smart Products) (Dalenogare et al., 2018).
The strategic directions of development in the industry include the
integration and upgrade of technologies that are already present in the
factories, but need to be upgraded and updated at all time. In this regard
smart factories combine their solutions for sharing and monitoring,
based on a comprehensive integration of manufacturing facilities and
technologies. In smart factories management methods and control that
were used up to now at the level of individual machines and devices,
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expand to the entire production lines and, finally, the entire factory
(Rojko and Jelovac, 2018). Regarding the Smart Manufacturing
dimension, we subdivided the related technologies into six main
purposes: vertical integration, virtualization, automation, traceability,
flexibility and energy management (Frank et al., 2019).
In repeating processes, the automated processes can eliminate the socalled human error, while automation and robotization is also solution for
difficult and hazardous areas of work, where certain tasks have to be
automated due to the high risk of injuries at work or permanent damage.
The basis of automation also comes from the need to reduce production
costs and increase the precision of production, which ultimately allows
greater competitiveness in the global market, especially if all automated
processes are interconnected.
Besides automation also digitalization enables the integration of all
internal work processes, along with including suppliers and customers in
the company network. Industry 4.0 has been considered a new industrial
stage in which several emerging technologies are converging to provide
digital solutions (Frank et al., 2019). Here also the paradigms of the
Internet of Things and the Internet of Services play an important role, as
both paradigms underlie the transition to Industry 4.0.
The term Internet of Services refers to an open, flexible, and
standardized enablers that facilitate the harmonization of various
applications into interoperable services, as well as the use of semantics
for the understanding, combination and processing of data and
information from different formats, sources and service provides
(Hernández-Muñoz J.M. et al., 2011), while the term Internet of Things is
used for combination of digital and physical components to create novel
business models and create new products (Wortmann and Flüchter,
2015).
Linking workflows within manufacturing companies is a lengthy process,
as it requires ubiquitous smart sensors, actuators, their connectivity to
ICT hardware and the appropriate ICT software (EFFRA, 2016). The
transition to Industry 4.0 thus requires a long-term investment in
company sources. This raising level of digitization, automatization and
robotization, enable the technological restructuring.
The evolving processes and technologies within production are enabled
by production strategies, modeling, simulations, methods and tools for
analytics and forecasting, mechatronics for advanced production
systems, as well as senior educated workers. This new industrial stage
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demands a socio-technical evolution of the human role in production
systems (Frank et al., 2019). There has already been seen some
transformation of the industry to Industry 4.0 and next stage is ahead the development of the upcoming industry-specific paradigm 5.0, which
supposed to be industry with the "human touch" (Gotfredsen, 2016).
Physical, biological, and digital worlds began merging, to give us the
"Fusion Revolution", disrupting whole industry and giving a rise to the
new mantra - the more things change, the quicker things change
(Engelbert, 2017). All these simultaneous changes also strongly
influence the society and people. For this reason, family life,
globalization, markets, etc. will have to be redefined (Jazdi, 2014).
More advanced companies, which have already adopted the measures
of the transition to Industry 4.0, are therefore oriented towards the future.
For this reason, it is the last time to prepare new basic directions for the
sustainable industry development, and we believe, that we should put
human back to the foreground, and by doing this, to give human workers
the reason for their presence in industrial processes. To make it
possible, there is a need to change companies’ and governments’
strategies, and based on to orient towards the direction of employing
and educating competent, highly qualified profiles in the manufacturing
sector that would be able to cope with the new reality. This would also
help to turn certain negative economic trends back upwards and enable
greater exploitation of deployed technologies and installed robots, which
currently are mostly not fully exploited.
Linking knowledge and creativity in combination with the achievements
of Industry 4.0 allows a new step in the development of industry, into the
Industry 5.0, which needs to be oriented to humanization, and for this
reason the preparation of the updated strategies is required, as rapid
development, accelerated digitization and industry robotization, require
changed approach for further human friendly transformation.
Namely, industrial robots empowered with cognitive technology can
understand reason, talk, interact, explain, support and learn. New robots
can also deal with dynamic and unstructured environments, such as
those found in shipyards or civil engineering projects and can easily be
reconfigured to perform different tasks (Faíña et al., 2011).
Thus, we need a new strategic approach based on in-depth analysis to
underlie the further development to Industry 5.0, and that would give the
job back to human, since in the automation systems, robots, sensors,
etc. installed within transformation to Industry 4.0, replaced him.
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Therefore, further transformation should be directed to advanced
industry’s recycling - connecting of virtual and physical. In order to
achieve these transformation goals, coordinated effort, innovation and
underlying strategic planning is required.
Research goal
We are aware that besides in next chapter presented impact factors
from U.S Bureau and IFR data also others have significant impact on
economic and social sustainability of developments in industry, as e.g.
the education level, area of operation (e.g. automotive, pharmacy,
electronics…), rate of development at each stage from national level to
individual company level, etc.
Nevertheless, we decided to focus on publicly available quantitative data
available on worldwide number of jobs, productivity, output and robot
shipments, while we also decided to expose situation in U.S., as one of
the most robotized economies worldwide. We also researched other
studies of Industry 4.0 impacts, to find explanations for observed
situation, as the reliability of U.S Bureau data enabled us to make
credible conclusions.
Based on these limitations, we have set the following thesis:
The transformation to Industry 4.0 in manufacturing sector brought
negative economic and moreover social consequences. For this reason,
we believe the opportunities for further development in this field should
be carefully examined and oriented toward sustainable and human
friendly transformation to Industry 5.0.
For this reason, manufacturing industry should be transformed based on
innovations that are available and offer competitive advantages
(Gianelle et al., 2016). Currently, the research priorities of the Industry
4.0 include: efficient use of resources, collaboration digital and virtual
factories, customer-focused production, flexible and smart production
systems, advanced production processes, mobility, and human-oriented
production. Research of these areas focus on measurable and concrete
aims that are described as opportunities and challenges for production.
According to Gianelle et al. (2016) these are: production of future
products, environmental sustainability of production, economic
sustainability of production, and social sustainability of production.
The latter two of these goals, economic sustainability of production and
social sustainability of production, are in our research focus. Integration
of human capabilities with technology, is here essential, since many
workers are worried about the same thing. They recognize the benefits
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of automation in terms of productivity and economic growth, and they
see it providing opportunities for value-added or creative activities, or
learning new skills. Nonetheless (Deloitte, 2017a):
 40% of survey’s respondents see automation posing a threat to
their jobs,
 44% believe there will be less demand for their skills,
 51% believe they will have to retrain, and
 53% see the workplaces are becoming more impersonal and less
human.
We argue that such concerns should be taken very seriously, since, with
no exception, technologies (will) change what we do. All tasks that are
highly manual, routine, and predictable will all soon be automated, while
AI and robots are already replacing human in many industry processes.
For this reason, this development needs to be strategically regulated on
companies’, but firstly on national and transnational levels, to enable
socially sustainable transition. There is a possibility that the
manufacturing sector will see the same development as farming in the
past century. As David Autor (Deloitte, 2017a) has observed: “If you had
told an American farmer in 1900 that, the coming century would bring a
95% reduction in farm employment, he wouldn’t believe it, but it
nonetheless happened.”
Engineers and blue-collar workers need new life-long learning schemes
to keep up with the pace of change. Namely, the rapid advancements in
manufacturing technology and in information and communication
technologies require an intense and continuous update of their
knowledge, which is essential for their integration and smooth adaptation
into the industrial working practice (Mavrikios et al., 2013). The
robotization of industry thus requires linking knowledge and creativity in
combination with the achievements of Industry 4.0, to increase back the
human role. Our goal is to show that the current transition to Industry
4.0. does not bring all expected economic and social benefits, while it is
bringing great changes in society and possible threat to the end of
humanity in industry. Addressing these challenges should therefore be a
major part of the research in this field.
Data Analysis
We decided to use official and publicly available data to support our
thesis, since such data allows for greatest reliability and based on solid
conclusions. Hereby we present U.S. Bureau data (2019a and 2019b)
including number of jobs and outputs in companies from manufacturing
sector and in the industry on general in the U.S. and data on productivity
in manufacturing sector. Besides, we also provide insight into the
number of industrial robots’ shipments based on IFR data (2019), which
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sees enormous growth in the past decade and is projected to continue to
grow rapidly. In addition, within this chapter, we focus on the comparison
of U.S. Bureau and IFR data, where negative correlation between
industrial robots’ shipments and labor productivity in U.S. manufacturing
sector is exposed, while we also present estimated multipurpose robot
shipments in the next decade based on linear line.
Figure 1: Number of jobs (thousands of jobs) and output (billions of
dollars) - companies from manufacturing sector in the U.S. (years 2008
to 2028)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019a.
The number of jobs in the U.S. grew for 7.9% from 2008 until 2018,
while the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.3% from 2008 until
2028 in the industry as a whole is expected. Also, the total output grew
for 15.0% in the past decade and CAGR of 11.5% (constant 2011
dollars) is expected in the 2008-2028 period (U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2019a). On the other hand, figure above shows that in
manufacturing sector employment declined for 5.4% from 2008 to 2018,
but on the contrary manufacturing output managed to grow 2.4%. Based
on further projections we can expect CAGR decline of 3.5% in
manufacturing employment from 2008 till 2028, and CAGR growth in
manufacturing output of 6.2%.
These data show that in the U.S.:
- employment will continue grow in industry as a whole, but not in
the manufacturing sector,
- output will exhibit further growth in both industry as a whole and
in manufacturing, but in manufacturing at an almost a half lower
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rate, which means manufacturing share in total output will
continue to decrease,
- despite forecasted output growth of manufacturing sector there
will be further decline of jobs in this sector.
We can expect same trends to be observed worldwide, and especially in
countries that are the more competitive, e.g. the U.S. topped the
rankings in Global Competitiveness Report (World Economic Forum,
2018), being ‘closest to the competitiveness frontier’, with Singapore,
Germany, Switzerland and Japan, completing the top five.
Figure 2: Number of shipped industrial robots vs. labor productivity
(percent change from year ago) in the U.S. manufacturing sector (years
2008 to 2018)

Source: U.S. Bureau data of Labour Statistics, 2019b and IFR, 2019.
Figure 2 presents the number industrial robots’ shipments’ in the U.S.,
which grew at CAGR of 9.8% from 2008 until 2018, while the productivity
in manufacturing is still low; it was even negative in 5 years of this
timeframe. The greatest year-over-year growth of 6.1% was recorded in
2010, and strongest decline of 1.5% was measured in 2015, on average
recording 0.8% growth.
Tested correlations moreover showed us negative correlations: between
labour productivity in manufacturing sector in U.S. and industrial robot
shipments the Pearson's coefficient shows small negative correlation (0.29), and also the Spearman coefficient shows small negative
correlation (-0.25), in the 2008-2018 period. However, we nonetheless
have to keep in mind, that the reasons behind weak labour productivity
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growth can be several and different, and not only related to the
introduction of robots.
Josefsson in Lindeberg (2018) also claims: “Robots are now
everywhere, except in the productivity statistics”, which can be
understood as the modern productivity paradox. This reminds us to the
Solow’s famous theorem “You can see the computer age everywhere
but in the productivity statistics.” But on the other hand, IFR (2017)
exposes the different view, claiming: “Robots increase productivity and
competitiveness”, and “Robots substitute labour activities but do not
replace jobs.”
Figure 3: Annual shipments (number of units) of multipurpose industrial
robots worldwide and in the United States from years 2008 to 2028*
(2008-2018 - actual, 2019-2021 - estimated by the source used, 20222028 - projected)

Source: IFR, 2019.
In 2018 the estimated U.S. annual supply of multipurpose industrial
robots reached more than 40 thousand units, and comprised 9.6% of the
worldwide supply (IFR, 2019), namely in this year the total number of
worldwide robots’ shipments reached more than 420,000 units.
Moreover, based on the actual (2018) and estimated IFR data (2019*2021*) the linear trendline shows the expected further growth of
shipments to reach more than 64 thousand units in 2028, capturing 8.6%
of worldwide supply. The decreased (2018 vs. 2028) share of industrial
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shipment supply is expected mainly due to maturity of industry in the
U.S.
Shipments to Europe were almost at double the shipments to U.S. in
2018, when 76 thousand units were shipped to European countries.
Among individual countries China lead in 2018 based on 36.5% share
with more than 154,000 multipurpose industrial robots shipped to, while
Japan was the second and Republic of Korea the third, with 55 and 38
thousand units respectively.
In 2018, the average global robot density2 of 99 industrial robots
installed per 10,000 employees was measured in the manufacturing
industry (IFR, 2019). The most automated countries in the world are the
Republic of Korea, Singapore, Germany, and Japan (IFR, 2018). With
an average of 114 units, Europe is the region with the highest robot
density, while the Americas the second with 99 units, followed by
Asia/Australia with 91 units (IFR, 2019).
Discussion
Transition to Industry 4.0 requires significant and long-term investments.
New technological opportunities facilitate performance changes of
manufacturing companies and offer possibilities for increased
productivity and profits, but only if successfully exploited.
Simpler tasks with lower required qualifications are taken by machines,
robots, etc. But despite the introduction of an increasing number of
automatic lines and robots, the number of employees is not decreasing
in industry on general. As now as in the future, there will be constant
need for new knowledge and competences, and thus the need for
professionals, developers, maintainers and operators of more and more
demanding production systems and devices. Besides, a human is
capable of evolutionary learning, moral acting and intuition, which
enables creativity and customization, while consumers of the future just
demand this – creative and customized products (Rojko and Jelovac,
2018).
Due to the investments in technology (robots’ installations, automatic
guided vehicles and automatic machines, robotic cells etc.),
manufacturing companies simultaneously have to create new high-tech
2

When comparing the distribution of multipurpose industrial robots in various countries
(IFR, 2018), the robot stock, expressed in the total number of units, can sometimes be a
misleading measure. In order to consider, the differences in the size of the
manufacturing industry in various countries, it is preferable to use a measure of robot
density. The measure of robot density is the number of multipurpose industrial robots
per 10,000 persons employed in manufacturing industry.
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work places. These changes require different types of employment,
according to the factories of the future orientations. New workers’
profiles will have more responsibilities, while also more authority in cooperation with robots. Besides, they will have to upgrade their
knowledge and skills constantly to prevent robots to take over their jobs.
The concerns over Industry 4.0, in which humans are displaced by
robots and in which artificial intelligence and robots become an
existential threat to the existence of human in industry processes, has to
be taken into the account in creation of the strategy for national and
transnational frameworks for further industry development.
Cyclical trends in economic growth and the emerging cycle of economy,
which requires the development of production of future products,
economic sustainability of production, environmental sustainability of
production, and social sustainability of production, is already indicating a
shift in the direction towards the collaborative approaches and the
integration of human and technology, which is the basic idea of Industry
5.0. Nonetheless, it is necessary to regulate this development,
otherwise, robots would be able to replace human workers in industry,
which would lead to even greater social unsustainability. For this reason,
the predicted implication of our research is the increased awareness of
missed goals of transformation to Industry 4.0 from social and also
economic point of view, meaning new strategic directions for industry
development are mandatory, in which humanization must be highlighted
as the most important.
Conclusion
The scientific contribution of our research is explained by fact that other
studies have not investigated the influence of accelerated industry
development from the perspective of changes in the society, which are
much slower than the changes in technology used in industries. Data
and sources analysis enabled us to develop an alternative view on the
current industry transformation, and we identified the need for different
strategic planning for industry’s sustainable development.
Based on presented data above and concerns regarding the future role
of human workers expressed elsewhere (e.g. in Deloitte’s survey,
2017a) we can confirm our thesis that the transformation to Industry 4.0
in manufacturing sector brought negative economic and moreover social
consequences. Namely, the number of employees in the manufacturing
sector in the U.S. market was declining during the past decade (20082018) and is projected to continue to exhibit this trend in next decade
(2018-2028), in contrast to the growing number of employees on general
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in all sectors. On the other hand, data (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2019a) show that the share of output of companies from manufacturing
sector in comparison to industry as a whole in the U.S. contracted in the
past decade, and further decline is expected in the next decade.
Furthermore, Figure 2 projects unexpectedly low productivity growth in
the U.S. manufacturing sector in the past decade. Statistical data
processing also exposed small negative correlation between productivity
and the number of robots shipped.
Having this in mind, data on robust robotization (IFR, 2019) indicate that
significant investments in the multipurpose robots in the U.S. did not
prevent output share decline of manufacturing and also did not bring
productivity gains within this sector, which is a clear indicator of missed
goals.
We can thus agree with Glaser and Molla (2017) arguing, that more
robots also mean fewer jobs. Robots are namely getting less expensive
and more capable, which is why more robots are replacing human
workers. Also, for this reason, the situation requires immediate
governmental attention on national and transnational level, since factory
owners are expected not to pay (enough) attention to the social
consequences of this trend, focusing on profits in the first row.
Furthermore, the presented data show that in the U.S. employment will
continue grow in industry as a whole, but not in the manufacturing
sector, and that despite forecasted output growth of manufacturing
sector there will be further decline of jobs in this sector. We can expect
same trends to be observed worldwide, and especially in countries that
are more competitive since the U.S. topped the rankings in Global
Competitiveness Report (World Economic Forum, 2018).
The social sustainability of production requires the integration of human
and technology. Industry 4.0 stage thus demands a socio-technical
evolution of the human role in production systems (Frank et al., 2019),
meaning there is increasing demand for new human workers’ knowledge
about technologies, to install, optimize and control them, while the
emphasis must also be on the effective analysis, communication, selfinitiative acting and creativity. Only by such new knowledge gains, we
can expect increase of human role, which is the main aim of Industry
5.0.
Industry 5.0 is expected to focus primarily on human and robot
engagement and the integration of human knowledge, skills, experience,
etc. within robotized production, while a higher degree of reliability,
flexibility, creativity, self-initiative acting, accuracy, fast learning and
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moral responsibility will be expected from employees. Moreover,
Industry 5.0 should return the job back to the human and give him the
reason for his presence in industrial processes. The further transition of
industry should therefore be strategically planned and oriented towards
the integration of virtual and physical, considering changed role of the
workers in modern industry production.
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The growth of Indonesian economy is supported by the high
consumption and the ease of credit card transaction, especially among
the millennials. A survey implied that 63% of millennial generation need
credit card. This research shows the impact of materialism towards
compulsive buying with the intermediation of credit card in context of
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materialism, credit card uses and compulsive buying with quantitative
research method. The primary data from this research also gathered
using online questionnaire and analyzed using Partial Least Square tool.
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Introduction
In the middle of global economic problem, it is expected that Indonesian
economy would keep on developing itself. This economic growth is
triggered by society’s high consumption; this bad behavior is perfomed
mostly by millennials rather than the housekeepers. Millennials’ behavior
of consumerism, in which they tend to spend their money as much as
possibleinstead of going for an investment, now grows to be more
probematic. This dissipation is caused by the facilities and the
advantages offered by credit cards as the shopping tool The survey
conducted by Brilio.net and JakPat Mobile reveals that the percentage of
millennials generations who require credit card is about 63%,while the
percentage of upper-middle class society who use credit card is just
17% The characteristics of compulsive buyer include indiscipline in
terms of consumption and finance, as well as insensivity to the future
consequences (Omar, Rahim, Wel, and Alam, 2014).
It is believed that compulsive buying has a serious impact on an
individual or a group of people (Park and Burns, 2005). Most of the
researchers who observe the impact of credit card on the compulsive
buying performed in developed countries (Roberts and Jones, 2001;
Phau and Woo, 2008; Hafez, El Sahn, and Farrag; 2013) tend to accept
this statement. On the other hand, the studiesof credit card’s impact in
the developing countries(Park and Burns, 2005; Sari and Suyasa, 2017;
Pradhan, Israel, and Jena, 2018) show different result, and we
considered it as an opportunity to go deeper into this kind of reserach
topic. We used materialism and the compulsive buying through credit
card as the variable and the supporting factor of our reserach, as
recommended by some previous researchers.
The findings of previous researches inspired us to execute a research
about the direct or indirect impact of compulsive buying through credit
card. The subject of this research was Indonesian millennials who have
a seemingly high desire to purchase something. It is expected that this
research would be beneficial for the industries which provide credit
cardsin educating Indonesian millennial show to use the credit card.
Meanwhile, in the academic context, we expect that this study can be
used as the reference of the impact of materialism toward compulsive
buying through credit card, in the context of Indonesian millennials.
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Literature Review
According to O’Guinn and Faber (1989), compulsive buying was a
continuous and repeated purchase, in which this is theprimary cause of
negative actsand negative feeling.Bleuler (1924), in theirpsychological
literature,used the words “buying mania” to define this behavior.
Compulsive buying has been considered as a “normal behavior” to the
nowadays purchasing habit (Eren, Eroğlu, and Hacioglu, 2012).
Compulsive buyers tend to have uncontrolled desire to buy something
(Mohanraj, 2017) or to buy stuffs they cannot afford (Hoyer and
MacInnis, 2001; Weinstein, Mezig, Mizrachi, and Lejoyeux, 2015).
Usually, ccompulsive buying is not implemented in order to utilize the
purchased items, nor it is implemented in order to get services, but
merely to achieve satisfaction through the buying process (Krueger,
1988; O'Guinnand Faber, 1989), as well as to fulfill emotion, social
demand, and the urge to show identity (Dittmar, 2005). The eagerness
to show identity and to improve appearance lead this compulsive buyers
to have a huge debt (O’Guinn and Faber, 1989) and a pile of credit card
(Wang and Xiao, 2009), for which credit card can substitute money when
the buyers are about to conduct payment (Mitchell and Mickel, 1999).
Generally, compulsive buyers would feel guilty and shy due to their
buying behavior (O’Guinn and Faber, 1989) and they are prone to a
high-level stress, anxiety, and depression (Ridgway, Kukar-Kinney, and
Monroe, 2008; Sohndan Choi, 2012). We can say that compulsive
buying is an uncontrolled buying behavior which is performed in order to
express self-identity, and it may result in debts.
Materialism
According to Richins and Dawson (1992), materialism can be defined as
individual interest which is related to gaining asset in order to achieve
life purpose and the expected condition. The materials owned and
acquired by everyone might affect their ways in interpreting environment.
Richins (2004), Matos, Vieira, Bonfanti, and Mette (2019) as well as
Segev, Shoham, and Gavish (2015) revealed that material could trigger
consumers to behave materialistically, to become heartless, and to look
up for another people’s material. The research conducted by Richins
and Dawson (1992) declared that there are three kinds of individual
dimensions when interpreting environment, and they are: success,
centrality, and happiness. Ownership and material obtainment are
believed to be the ones which lead consumer to the happiness,
achievement, life satisfaction, and discontent toward failures (Singh,
2018; Rahman, Albaity, and Azma, 2018; Deckop, Jurkiewicz, and
Giacalone, 2010). Materialists tend to spend their energy and resources
(e.g., finance), for acquiring luxury stuffs and materials, which are
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related to fashion, in order to improve their own appearance and honor
from the society (Rahman et al, 2018; Segev et al, 2015).
Materialistic consumers tend to get focused on the value of an asset, for
which this value will improve their appearance and their status in their
own social life (Richins and Dawson, 1992). Meanwhile, compulsive
buyers do shop in order to achieve personal success and social
acceptance, so that they could be free from a short-term negative feeling
as well as be involved in a certain behavior (Park and Burns, 2005). The
research of Matos et al (2019) stated that material could define
individual’s behavior. Alammari, Newbery, Haddoud and Beaumont
(2019) also clarified that there is a relation between material and
customer’s behavior. Pradhan et al (2018) revealed that material is
considered to be a strong defining factor to the doers of compulsive
buying in developing countries. Some studies also found that there is a
strong relation between material and compulsive buying performed by
students (Eren et al, 2012) and young employees (Omar et al, 2014).
Therefore, we intended to apply these research findings to the
Indonesian millennial whit this following hypothesis:
H1: Materialism affects compulsive buying.
According to Richins (1994), materialistic consumers tend to prioritize
the value of a property, while non-materialistic consumers are not fully
into social status. Today, materialistic consumers who live in developed
countries (Pradhan et al, 2018) as well as developing countries (Joung,
2013) consider glamorous lifestyle to be the only way to live a life. The
young materialistic consumers tend to spend their money as soon as
possible (Xu, 2008) and it sometimes leads them to be in debt in order to
obtain that property (Limbu and Sato, 2019).Some studies showed that
materialism has a strong relation with the utilization of credit card (Pirog
and Roberts, 2007; Zainudin, Mahdzan, and Yeap, 2019). Credit cards
help consumers to carry a transaction and to fulfill their urgent
necessities although, sometimes, it may constitute aggressive buying
(Roberts and Jones, 2001). University students tend to use credit card in
order to carry on such transaction to fulfill their necessities (Gan, Cohen,
Hu, Tran, Dong, and Wang, 2016), while young employees usually
possess more than one credit card (Cakarnis and D’Alessandro, 2015).
Therefore, this research utilized these findings and created this following
hypothesis:
H2: Materialism affects credit card use.
Credit Card Use
Utilization of credit card became more popular within the millennials.
Many of those who have not owned a credit card feel that they need a
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credit card. This is caused by benefits and advantages that can be
grasped during transaction. Feinberg (1986) presented that the credit
cards increase the pace of spending. With credit cards in their hands,
consumers are willing to pay more (Hafalir and Loewenstein, 2009;
Humphrey, 2004; Prelec and Simester, 2001). In addition, the research
conducted by Pahlevan and Yeoh (2018) showed that consumers are
rarely pay attention to the price of the product when using credit card,
resulting in over-limit expenditure and late payment. Silvia (2003) argued
that consumers in Malaysia use credit card to substitute cash. They also
perceive credit cards as money loan facility and the usually use credit
cards while paying for the outstanding balance interest (Lee and Kwon,
2002) so that they could pay off the outstanding balance monthly on time
(Garcia, 1980). Basically, credit card is a tool of impulsive transaction
(Rook and Fisher, 1995). In the research conducted by Wang and Xiao
(2009), it was showed that university students with impulsive streaks and
low self-control tend to have credit card. Credit cards facilitate their
users to carry on a purchase or cash withdraw in no time (Adeyeye,
2008), with help of latest technologies that accelerate credit card’s
transaction process, allowing individuals to confidently buy their desired
stuffs. Moreover, credit card industries warrant the benefit of “buy now,
pay latter” (Kaynak and Harcar, 2001), and this could increase the
number of credit card holder.
Some studies discovered that young consumers who use credit card
tend to carry on more purchase than those who still utilize cash (Chebat,
Laroche, and Malette, 1988; Roberts and Jones, 2001). Being in line
with the previous finding, Park and Burns (2005) as well as Sari and
Suyasa (2017) argued that young compulsive buyers tend to carry on
more payment when using credit cards. Then, the findings of the
research conducted by Park and Burns (2005) and O'Guinn and Faber
(1989) showed similarity with the previous findings, that credit card
owners are mostly dominated by compulsive buyers, not the noncompulsive ones. In the research of Phau and Woo (2008), it was
showed that the number of young compulsive buyers is relatively high,
resulting in the increase in credit card utilization. We applied these
previous findings to the Indonesian millennial and created this following
hypothesis:
H3: Credit card use affects compulsive buying.
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Based on the findings of the previous studies of materialism, credit card
uses and compulsive buying, this study created these hypotheses from
the variables as illustrated in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Research Theoretical Framework
Materials and Methods
Measurement
The measurement used in this research consisted of three constructs:
materialism, credit card uses and compulsive buying. The ‘materialism’
was measured using a measurement model called ‘second order
constructs’, which was adopted from Richins and Dawson (1992), and
this model consisted of three ‘first model constructs’: success,
centralization, and happiness. As for the amount of respective constructs
measurements, six indicators were used for the ‘success’, seven
indicators were used for ‘centralization’, and four indicators were used
for the ‘happiness’. The measurement of credit card use was conducted
by using first model construct, which was developed by Roberts and
Jones (2001), with twelve measurement indicators. The measurement of
compulsive buying was conducted by using first model construct
developed by Faber and O’Guinn (1992) with five measurement
indicators. This measurement was already applied to youth consumers
in developing countries by Pradhan et al (2018) and Omar et al (2014)
and it is proved to be reliable. This research used 5-point likert scale for
any construct’s measurement commencing from totally disagree (1) to
completely agree (5).
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Data collection and analysis
Primary data of this research was collected through an online questioner
survey, and the questioners were distributed using the convenience
sampling method. The population had no objection in providing the
information which would be used in this research. The targeted
population was millennial respondents with the age range of 17-36 and
these respondents had had an experience in using credit card to carry
on a transaction. They were domiciled in a metropolitan area in Jakarta.
Then, the secondary data were grasped from academics’ books,
publication journal, article, online newspaper, and thesis. To accomplish
this research, we required approximately 100 questioners for the data
processing. This was a single cross-sectional research, and it was
performed by collecting data through a one-way survey in one research
period. The questions of the survey were structured, and the alternative
answer had been prepared in Bahasa Indonesia.
The questioners of the online survey were divided into eight sections,
and each section required a feedback from the respondents. The first
section asked about respondents’ credit card experience. The second
section concerned on the characteristic of respondents demographically.
The third section focused on respondents’ buying pattern while using
credit card. On the fourth, fifth, and sixth section there were the
questions related to the construct of materialism success as well as
centralization and happiness. On the seventh section, there were
questions about the utilization of credit card in their purchasing activities,
while in the section eight there were the questions which can be used in
measuring the streak called ‘compulsive buying’ when shopping The
data which were obtained by the questioners were processed using
Smart PLS application so that the validity and reliability of the data could
be analyzed.
The collected samples were processed using Partial Least Square (PLS)
method, which is attached in Smart PLS, in order to evaluate the
measurement indicators on each construct and the accuracy of model
frame used in this research. Construct’s validity and reliability of each
measurement indicator would be tested. In order to fulfill the construct
reliability, the cronbach’s alpha value should be more than 0.50 (Hair,
Ringle, and Sarstedt, 2011) and composite reliability value should
exceed 0.60 (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham, 2006).
However, to meet the category of constructs validity, the loading factor in
the indicator of construct measurement should exceed 0.50 (Hair et al,
2006), and the convergent validity which comes from the average
variance extracted value (AVE) should exceeded 0.50 (Hair et al, 2011).
Then, the significance among variables would be tested by checking
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whether the p-value was under 0.05. The relation could be considered
ideal if the path coefficient value was over 0.20 (Tamara, Manurung,
Warganegara, and Rusmanto, 2019).
Results
109 out of the 175 questionnairs that had been distributed were valid to
be used. The demographic profile of the respondents, which is showed
in Table 1, indicated the percentage of each gender: 50.5% for men and
49.5% for women respectively. 43.1% of the respondents were ranging
between 22-26 years old while the remaining 34.9% were 27-31 years
old. The majority of respondents were single and employed. Generally,
the respondents had an income of IDR5,000,001 – IDR10,000,000
million per month but 22% of which had an income of IDR10,000,001 –
IDR15,000,000 million. The pattern of credit card showed that most of
respondents had 1 credit card. The percentage of those who used credit
card 3-5 times per month was 30.3% while the remaining 27.5% used
their credit card less than 3 times or 5-7 times per month. The credit
cards were mostly used in order to buy fashion products as well as foods
and beverages.
Table 1: Demographic Characteristic of Respondents
n
Gender:
55
Male
54
Female
Age:
9
17 - 21
47
22 - 26
38
27 - 31
15
32 - 36
Occupation:
6
Students
Employees
77
26
Entrepreneur
0
Pension
Income:
16
3,000,000 million IDR- 5,000,000 million IDR
35
5,000,001 million IDR- 10,000,000 million IDR
10,000,001 million IDR- 15,000,000 million IDR 24
15,000,001 million IDR- 20,000,000 million IDR 19
15
> 20 million IDR

%
50.5%
49.5%
8.3%
43.1%
34.9%
13.8%
5.5%
70.6%
23.9%
0.0%
14.7%
32.1%
22.0%
17.4%
13.8%
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Marital Status:
Single
Married
Divorced
Number of Credit Card:
1 credit cards
2 credit cards
3 credit cards
> 4 credit cards
Usage frequencies:
< 3 times
3 - 5 times
5 – 7 times
> 7 times
Purpose of usage:
Electronic devices
Foods and beverages
Fashion products
Vacation
Service subscriptions
Others

62
47
0

56.9%
43.1%
0.0%

51
36
16
6

46.8%
33.0%
14.7%
5.5%

30
33
30
16

27.5%
30.3%
27.5%
14.7%

15
24
34
17
17
2

13.8%
22.0%
31.2%
15.6%
15.6%
1.8%

In Table 2, Construction reaching reliability is shown in the form of
cronbach’s value, starting from 0.675 to 0.878, as well as composite
reliability value ranging between 0.718 and 0.885. However, there
remained only 17 indicators form the total of 37 measurement indicators,
with the loading factor level of 0.555 to 0.914 and reaches convergent
validity ranging from 0.536 to 0.639.
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Table 2: Reliability and Convergent Validity Result.
Composi
Loading
te
AVE
factors
Reliabilit
y
Second order materialism
0.57
0.718
Success
3
Gaining wealth is
S2:
the most important 0.558
life achievement
I like having items
S5:
that can impress 0.914
others
0.63
0.876
Centralization
9
I like buying things
C1:
0.799
that I don’t need
I like spending
C4:
money
on 0.807
unpractical things
I buy things that
C5:
0.775
bring pleasure
I am a person who
like to think of
C7:
0.815
wealth rather than
to think of others
0.53
0.774
Happiness
6
I don’t have the
H1:
things required to 0.844
enjoy life
I would be happier
H3:
if I have better 0.684
things
I would be happier
H4:
if I can buy more 0.654
things

Cronbac
h's Alpha

0.675

0.876

0.759

First order
Materialism
Success

0.56
6

0.885

0.878
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Centralization
Happiness
Credit card use
I
rarely
pay
attention to the
CCU1:
price when I use
credit card
I have too many
CCU5:
credit cards
I often withdraw
CCU7: money using credit
card
I often use my
CCU1 credit card to pay
1:
the bill for my other
credit cards
Compulsive Buying
If I have remaining
money at the end
CB1:
of payment date, I
would spend it right
away
I use cheque when
I realize that I don’t
have
enough
CB4:
money left in my
account to buy
things
I
usually
buy
CB5:
something
to
entertain myself
I only pay the
CB7:
minimum limit of
my credit card

0.56
6

0.836

0.55
9

0.835

0.839
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0.828
0.555
0.807

0.788
0.832

0.725

0.754

0.741
0.770

The result displayed on Table 3 showed two path coefficients which had
ideal values, and they were ‘materialism toward credit card use and
‘credit card uses for compulsive buying’. Meanwhile the value of path
coefficient so-called ‘materialism affecting compulsive buying’ was under
0.20. The hypothesis testing showed that materialism directly affected
the compulsive buying. We also found a significant relation between
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materialism and compulsive buying which was facilitated by credit card
use.
Table 3: Hypothesis Result.
Path
Coefficient
Relationship
between
materialism and compulsive 0.012
buying
Relationship
between
materialism and credit card 0.303
use
Relationship between credit
card use and compulsive 0.346
buying
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Pvalues

Conclusion

0.000*

Supported

0.013*

Supported

0.000*

Supported

Notes: significant at *p<0.05 level

Discussion
Indonesia, as a developing country, is in the middle of economic
fluctuation caused by the constant growing of economy and the
contribution from one of the consumptive pillars, which is the millennials,
and not the housekeepers. Joung (2013) argues that the previous
generation who live in a developing country are heading to consumptive
stage, unlike the youths who already had an acute consumptive level.
Millennials consumptive level is relatively high (when being compared to
their predecessor), indicating that their financial discipline behavior is
lacking. It also indicates that they barely aware of the future
consequences when the choose to be stuck in debt. Millennial
generation are engaging themselves on gaining wealth with a purpose to
alleviate their social status, and therefore millennial generation, from the
circle of young workers and young adult workers, dominated the subject
of this study, and the dominant items purchased by them were fashion
product.
According to Richins and Dawson (1992), desires to obtained or owned
property affect people’s interpretation on environment. There are three
interpretations of environment and they are success, centralization and
happiness. This study found that young workers and young adult
workers tend to focus on gaining wealth so that the other people would
be impressed by their achievement. Pradhan et al (2018) showed in their
study (which was focusing on the consumerism in developing country)
that millennials are easily affected by materialism, making them addicted
to impulsive shopping, which later, at a certain extreme level, leading
them into the compulsive buying. This statement was supported by
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Omar et al, (2014) whose research subject included young workers. This
study also showed the same result with those of both previous studies,
that materialism significantly affects compulsive buying, but with an
addition of young adult worker’s demographic.
The fact that young consumers, as the materialistic consumers, are
overly focusing on gaining material is inevitable Materialistic consumers
who undoubtly spend their money would be accustomed with their
indiscipline behavior in managing financial. This study found that the
monthly income of young and young adult workers was ranging between
IDR5,000,001 – IDR15,000,000 million. Meanwhile, according to the
study of Cakarnis and d’alessandro (2015), young workers who live in
developed countries do have more than one credit card. Then, the result
of our study indicated that young and young adult workers in developing
countries tend to have more than one credit card. Some studies found
that materialism can stimulate consumers to have a credit card (Pirog
and Roberts, 2007; Zainudin et al, 2019). Our study, however, showed a
similar result. We found that materialism significantly affected credit card
use. The results of our study also indicated that young and young adult
workers used their credit card to purchase fashion products, and they
use it 1-7 times per month.
Credit cards, considered by many as the substitute of cash, are widely
used for its transaction easiness, as well as for its benefits (Gan et al,
2016), and these benefits enable all the consumers to perform impulsive
transaction. This study found that young and young adult workers who
possess credit card were barely pay attention to the price of the
purchased item. This condition generates a constant growing of
impulsive behavior, and we should note that the increment of
consumptive behavior would step this behavior up into the compulsive
stage. Moreover, this study found that young and young adult workers
were likely to keep their shopping on, as long as they have money in
their accounts, indicating the lack of awareness toward difficulties and
failure that may occur when they have to pay for the credit card bill.
The studies which focused on the consumerism in developed countries
found that young credit card users tend to have a compulsive buying
behavior (Phau and Woo, 2008). This statement is in line with that of the
the previous studies focusing on the consumerism in developing
countries (Park and Burns, 2005; Sari and Suyasa, 2017). However, the
study of Pradhan et al (2018), which was conducted in developing
countries, showed different result, and they argued that credit card use
does not affect consumers’ compulsive buying. Meanwhile, the result of
our study denied the findings of Pradhan et al (2018) by showing that
credit card use significantly affected compulsive buying. Our study also
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found that credit cards facilitated the relation between materialism and
compulsive buying. It was expexted that the results of this study provide
additional reference and contribution rgearding the effect of credit card in
developing countries.
Conclusion
The aim of this study is to investigate the determining factors which
trigger compulsive buying. The determining factors proposed in this
study are materialism and credit card use. in which credit card is the
facilitator between materialism and compulsive buying. The result of this
study showed that there is a significant relation between materialism and
credit card use, as well as credit card use and compulsive buying. Credit
card use is the mediator between materialism and compulsive buying.
This study also proves that materialism is the one that drives consumers
to perform compulsive buying.
Considering the materialism level of Indonesian millennials, in the
relation of compulsive buying, we can say that individuals with high
materialism level may fall into compulsive behavior. The facilities as well
as benefits offered by credit card encourage compulsive buying.
Millennials who have this streak of ccompulsive buying thed to be
careless about future consequences, such as the increment of
installment. It is suggested that Millennials be aware of their credit card
use and obtain financial discipline, so that they will not stuck in debt later
on.
Speaking of managerial implication, company needs to consider the
credit card limit and installment for the millennials in order to minimize
debt and payment difficulties which may harm the company. And as for
the academic implication, it is expected that this study be considered as
a reference about the condition of level of compulsive buying in
developing country, in the relation with utilization of credit card, in which
the targets of compulsive buying are fashion products and foods. As the
matter of fact, this study is inseparable from several limitations. Hence,
we would like to include suggestions taht should be taken into account
by future researchers. Future reserachers should increase the number of
sample, and it is suggested that they include utilization of KTA and Peer
to Peer Online as the ‘mediation’. Future reserachers ahould also focus
on certain variables as the ‘target’ of compulsive buying such as fashion,
beauty, foods and beverages.
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RETURN OF FOREIGN FIGHTERS OF THE ISLAMIC
STATE: CHALLENGES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY
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Abstract
From 2011, Europe is facing a problem of a large number of its citizens
who were leaving to go on foreign battlefields and are joining terrorist
groups who have appeared in the conflict in Syria. Foreign fighters were
not something new that occurred but it was new to see that many people
from different countries, all wanting to join and participate in foreign
conflict. People were starting to join different terrorist groups the most
notorious and most famous one was a group called the Islamic state.
This organization has attracted a large number of people in a short
amount of time. Here roots were in al-Qaida, one of the most famous
terrorist organization of all time. Not long after the conflict started, first
foreign fighters started coming back to their home countries. And even
though politicians were happy when foreign fighters started leaving to
join IS, because they expected decrease of small crimes, they were not
that happy when those same foreign fighters started coming back. The
largest wave of returns started in 2013 and continued for next couple of
years. When it become known fact that foreign fighters are returning, all
eyes were on the politicians who did not have many solutions for this
kind of a problem. What to do with returning foreign fighters became
main question. This question was not being asked just for the sake of it,
but because people started to be scared of returning fighters. And not
only that, it became clear that everyone is asking, are returning foreign
fighters someone that we should be afraid of? Many more questions
emerged. Are foreign fighters more willing to do a terrorist attack of
some sort when they return home? Do they represent a security risk for
their homeland? These questions are among the ones who will be
researched in this paper.
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Introduction
Foreign fighters are a phenomenon that has been capturing people`s
minds for the last couple of years. But even if the mass media and
people are talking more about this problem in the last couple of years, it
does not mean that foreign fighters did not exist before or that they are a
new phenomenon. “Since 1980 between 10,000 and 30,000 such
fighters have inserted themselves into contacts from Bosnia in the west
to the Philippines in the east.” (Hegghammer, 2010, p. 1) In this paper,
the main focus will be on the foreign fighters who were a part of a war
conflict in Syria and Iraq and were a part of an organization called the
Islamic state. But who are foreign fighters? As “David Malet describes
foreign fighters as “non-citizens of conflict states who join insurgencies
during the civil conflict. I build on this formulation and describe a foreign
fighter as an agent who (1) has joined, and operates within the confines
of, an insurgency, (2) lacks citizenship of the conflict state or kinship
links to its warring factions, (3) lacks affiliation to an official military
organization, and (4) is unpaid.” (Hegghammer, p. 57)
“As regards the problem of departures, the biggest concern of
intelligence and security services and the police were the process of
return of EU citizens to their home countries. There are legitimate fears
that the return of radicalized individuals with the knowledge of how to
use weapons and with traumas from crisis areas could create a serious
security risk related to terrorist threats.” (Čaleta, 2016, p. 18)
Many foreign fighters are returning from the Islamic state have been
increasing questions about foreign fighters posing a threat to Europe.
The problem of returning foreign fighters is in the idea that foreign
fighters did not leave their radicalized ideas in the conflict zone but that
they are returning and will or plan to develop terrorist activities. Idea is
that they are returning brave, after seeing a load of violent situations,
with large military knowledge. Other than terrorist activities, the danger
of returning foreign fighters is in the idea that they might radicalize
others and make them want to join terrorist organizations in the future.
This papaer we will try research do foreign fighters pose a real danger to
European security knowing that the potential threat is always possible. Is
the threat real or is it not was the question asked not only by scholars
but also by governments of European countries and their citizens? But
the threat posed by returning foreign fighters is not supposed to be
underestimated. Terrorist attacks done by returning foreign fighters in
different European countries can be proof of that.
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The research methodology
In this paper, we will use methods of research to successfully research
the subject of readiness of countries of Europe for the return of foreign
fighters from the Islamic state and to get optimal results.
The method that we will use first is the historical method. This method
takes into account basic facts but also a chronology of events as well as
their development, cause, and consequence. Method of proof might be
the most important method that we will use in this paper because with
this method we will try to confirm (in)accuracy of the desired result. In
this method incorporated are all of the other methods that we will need
for research, like the deductive method. This method will be used in part
of an article that will talk about Foreign fighters as a security threat and
Terrorist attacks done by returning foreign fighters.
The deductive method is used for proving set thesis and to check the
hypothesis or making individual conclusions from general will be used
for the explanation of facts and laws. Within the deductive method, we
will use methods of analysis and synthesis. Even though in this paper
we will use research questions rather than a hypothesis, this method will
be of a great help to us. The statistical method will be used to analyse
how many foreign fighters had returned to their countries and how many
of them had been punished but also how many of them are a part of
programs of de-radicalization and re-integration if they even exist in their
countries of origin. This method will be used in different parts of paper.
The normative method will be used at conclusions of this article. This
method will help us to explain the subject but will be most beneficial
towards the end of paper because with this method we will estimate and
verify or deny set research questions. With this method, we will be able
to show own opinion and make conclusions.
Islamic State
Conflict in Syria in the last years, brought uncommon situation of which
one terrorist organization and her conquered territory, or the “state” that
was established on that territory, became more known to the rest of the
world than some of legitimately recognized countries. We are talking
about the Islamic State, IS, Daesh or ISIS. The official title of the
organization today is the Islamic State. Name Daesh is Arabic acronym
for al Dawla-al Islamiya fl Eraq wa al Sham or in the translation Islamic
State of Iraq and Sham. Daesh is the acronym that is used by experts
and by most of the Arab world. History of Islamic state goes back to the
beginnings of the 90s. To be more precise, in now far 1993 when
organization Al-Tawhid was established. On the foundations of that
organization, then-leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, established a group
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with slightly different name Al-Tawhid wa al-Jihad. This group was
independent until 2004 when they promised loyalty to Osama bin Laden
and become a part of Al-Qaida in Iraq. In that moment group has
changed its name to Tandhim al Qaeda fi Bilad Al Rafidayn. Before
mentioned Al-Zarqawi, a head person of Al-Tawhid al-Jhad, was killed in
2006, and his place was taken by Abu Ayub al-Masti. After him, the front
position was taken by Abu Umar al-Baghdadi. As Al-Zarqawi did, Umar
al-Bagdadi was killed in the attack of American military forces.
Organization functions for years when in 2010 it's lead position take,
maybe the most popular figure of them all, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. He
has used the moment of big conflicts in the time of Arab spring,
combining organizations, and then he started turning his focus on to
Syria where large conflicts started to flame up. “In 2013, it changed its
name to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).” (CISAC, 2017)
It is very crucial to mention the political situation in Iraq to be able to see
how conflicts in this part of the world started to be and how did the
Islamic state started their rise. Until 2003 Iraq was ruled by Sunni
Muslims, to be more precise, Sadam Husein and his Baath party which
controlled the whole country. When, after the terrorist attack in New York
in 2003, the American government, decided to attack Iraq because of
the charges that they have nuclear weapons, or better to say, massive
attack weapons. After the attack, they overthrew the Sunni government
and replaced them with the Shia government that was more of a use to
them. Nevertheless, although the period of government of Sadam
Husein was tragic for Iraq with a large number of political
assassinations, especially of Shia part of the citizens. The final result of
American invasion was “unstable or shredded Iraq and even more
unstable Middle East region and terrorism escalated. Occupation and
appeared anti-American inside the Muslim world because of the
occupation of Iraq conditioned creation second generation of members
of Al-Qaida. This situation was used by al-Zarqawi and his supporters
that “sectarian violence tried to destabilize Iraq and disable the
establishment pro-American government and cooperation of Iraq`s
Shiias in that government and their influence in Iraq.”(Bilandžić, 2014, p.
235) Then prime-minister of Iraq Maliki has been accused that his
actions lead to the riots in Iraq and of the awakening of terrorism. His
revenge to Suni Muslim and prior government lead to the situation that
Baath party after stepping down did not rest but they became lead
opponents of the American regime and government in Iraq. Baath party
started to connect intensively with Al Qaida beginning with protests and
demonstration, rebels in Iraq, who except Al Qaida included many of the
groups, were fertile ground to developing terrorism. Development of
terrorism has been encouraged by prime-minister Maliki with his
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approach where Suni Muslims felt vulnerable and it was ready to support
any of the groups. Besides that, many of the countries from the Arabian
Peninsula started offering their help to Suni rebels, not thinking about
what group will get help. Today`s Islamic state, after the separation from
Al Qaida, started to become more powerful so that it could, in the end,
not only to conquer different parts of Iraq but they succeeded to win the
centre of Mosul. “When ISIS came to city of Mosul, capital city of Iraqi
province of Niniva, in the middle of June 2014, the world has answered
with confusion and shock...By number, only a thousand of them
occupied city in the middle of Iraq that was guarded by only about thirty
thousand of Iraqi soldiers and police officers which were taught by
Americans, who have disappeared, having lost and left to ISIS American
Humbeeies and tanks Abrams worth tens of millions of US dollars.
(Weiss i Hassan, 2015, p. 7) The fall of the city came in June 2014 after
the Islamic state spread into Syria where they used political climate.
First, they have proclaimed how they are supporting the opening of
organization Al Nusra. Soon after then, IS is crossing the border and its
leader, Al Bagdadi announces merging the two organizations, Al Nusra
and IS. Leaders of Al Nusra are refusing that merge, Al Bagdadi is not
stopped. He continues to work on straightening the Islamic state and
starts to fight other rebel groups. “From the 2013 until the summer of
2014 ISIS has run down Iraqi, Syrian and Kurdish military security
forces, as well as the other Islamists rivals. He has confirmed military
skills with taking over Al-Raqqa and Deir Al-Zour in Syria in 2014, and a
quick breaking of four Iraqi divisions in Mosul and other parts of northern
Iraq, indecisive attack of few fighters in summer 2014. Till the end of
2014, ISIS has around third of Syria and Iraq and came close to the
borders of Saudi Arabia and Jordan. (Gerges, 2018, p. 19) Leaders of
the Islamic state did not hide their goals from the beginning. “ISIS makes
no secret of its ultimate ambition: A global caliphate secured through a
global war. To that end, it speaks of "remaining and expanding" its
existing hold over much of Iraq and Syria. It aims to replace existing,
man-made borders, to overcome what it sees as the Shiite "crescent"
that has emerged across the Middle East, to take its war -- Islam's war -to Europe and America, and ultimately to lead Muslims toward an
apocalyptic battle against the "disbelievers." (Lister, 2015, e-vir) and
winning over the Mosul gave them wind to their back and after just a few
days they have proclaimed the caliphate in the area that they won in
Syria and Iraq. Not long after proclaiming the caliphate, the end of ISIS
has been declared and from now on this organization will be known as
an Islamic state. In this period, USA is forming the coalition against the
Islamic State, mostly because of the terrorist attacks that Islamic State
made around the world. After IS took over the territory control, they took
over control over the everyday life of people making life rules inspired by
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Sharia law. Some of the “residents of enclave that were ruled by
caliphate are saying that when IS fighters came to their villages, their
everyday life has become better. IS fighters had fixed the roads on the
sides, organized public kitchens for the ones that were left without
homes, ensured continuous supply of electrical energy” (Napoleoni,
2014, p. 14) they helped the ones in need, giving them food and
medications, and winning their hearts which helped them to turn locals
against the government. But, IS quickly started to make rules and laws
that were supposed to be followed. Islamic state rules, as time passed,
became more and more strict and their lives started to change from the
foundations. “Billboards were saying that it is forbidden to smoke and
using cameras; to women it was not allowed to travel without the
accompany of male relative, they must be covered and they are not
supposed to wear pants in the public (Napoleoni, 2014, p. 11) Beside
that, women are told they are not allowed to visit male doctor, and not
even allowed to talk to any men outside their family. “In the beginning
ISIS was dealing with civilians softly, even taking over some civilian
administrative obligations that were done by the volunteer and FSA.
They fixed damaged roads, planted flowers in the streets, edit gardens
and cleaned local schools. But, not long after ISIS has introduces Sharia
law, making women to wear something they called “Daish clothes” niqab
or total cover for face and body.”(Weiss i Hassan, 2015, p. 278) How far
IS went into the controlling their territory and every aspect of it says
information that they have been controlling even buying bread which
every resident could by only with showing their ID. Alcohol, selling and
consuming, was strictly prohibited. “In the Islamic state smoking was
forbidden and the music is forbidden.” (Todenhofer, 2016, p. 200-201)
The list of forbidden things is long, and for breaking the rules
punishment were very strict. IS moral patrol called Hisbah was
everywhere, patrolling 24/7 watching law being enforced. Shias,
Christians, and other minorities have completely expelled from the
territory. The only two ways for Christians to be able to stay in their
homes was to convert to Islam or starting to pay so-called non-Muslim
tax. Punishment for disrespect one of two conditions was death.
However, most of the Christians had left the territory of the Islamic state.
Very troublesome fact for the world was that Islamic state used children
for different tasks. Recruiting the children in Daesh officially started
when children turned 9 years old. Children were expected to completely
loyal. That included spying of others, even their parents. Children left
camps where they would learn to use weapons and learn to fight. Barret
(2017) talks about that “Caliphate decided that all above 15 are grownups, but children from 9 are trained to use weapons and trained to
killed”. For female children another role was intended, and that being
role of a wife. In an Islamic state young girl can become wife even if she
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is 9.” (RAN, 2017, p. 22) The world was seeing the footage where the
“soldiers” from the Islamic state were killing and beheading their
enemies. That footage made them gain a reputation of ruthless
enforcers of the rules that they have brought along. Everyday reports of
witnesses from IS jails talked about punishments of long prisons,
whipping and death. Rules were so hard in IS so you could get those
punishments even if you would be late for prayer. Almost every brutality
was a guarantee that their organization would put them on the front
pages of world papers, and with that propaganda, they would defend
their brutality that they would do in the name of religion and to show
themselves as “defenders of Islam”. (Neumann, 2017, p. 23) Defenders
of Islam who are the only ones who live in true Islamic society.
Kidnappings, public killings and other things they did, left world public in
disgust and attracted a lot of attention which was great for the
organization. Napoleoni (2014, p. 61) thinks that “this was a tactic
conceived with the purpose to horrify and to make enemy fear them,
intending to neutralize asymmetry war guided against the well-equipped
military.”
Kidnappings that were mentioned earlier were kidnappings of citizens of
western countries and those acts were one of the ways Islamic state got,
not only a huge amount of media coverage but, as well, huge amount of
money from ransom. Money was needed in leading this organization.
“Preconditions for leading terrorist organization are similar to the leading
company or NGO. Today`s multi-national terrorist leader is an
entrepreneur who unites purpose, money and market share. Hires
qualified and unqualified workforce and often pays at market prices.
Money is more important for organizations with command and personnel
structure that are doing the attacks of large scale rather than virtual
networks in which people are expected to finance themselves or to
collect resources“ (Stern, 2006, p. 166) Besides kidnapping, one of the
ways of the financing Islamic State were oil exports and reselling art.
Islamic State “according to Wall Street Journal, only exporting the oil is
bringing them two millions of dollars daily. (Napoleoni, 2014, p. 22), this
is being confirmed by Weiss and Hassan (2015, p. 298) who are saying
that “oil was main source of income for ISIS until coalition air strikes
began. Before that time, it was thought that ISIS makes millions of
dollars every month from the oil in Syria and Iraq-1 to 2 million dollars a
day.” Islamic State has earned money in different ways. From collecting
money for protection to different taxes that people had to pay. “ISIS is
making millions from zakat (different forms of Islamic mandatory charity
money that people are paying to the state” (Weiss i Hassan, 2015, p
299) Earlier mentioned media attention that Islamic State got was
important for the financial part, as well. IS was getting money from their
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like-minded people around the world. This way of collecting money was
important for the organization, and this was important to have media
attention. “Terrorists have to advertise their missions because of
potential sponsors and volunteers so they are using similar techniques.
As we saw, they are holding auctions, diners where they are collecting
money and are making press conferences. Publishing posters and
newspapers. They are giving their attention to journalists hoping that
they will write friendly about them. They are openly looking for donations
on places of prayer, at least where countries are allowing that. They are
making private meetings between leaders and larger sponsors. The
efficiency they are demonstrating through sophisticated web pages,
often with photos and video clips of successful operations and crimes
committed against them (Stern, 2006, p. 279) One of the reasons why
Islamic state became so successful was because nobody has opposed
to them when they were becoming economically successful.
Islamic state right now
Islamic State has lost all of the won territories and at this moment counts
last pieces of the territory. Of the whole large area that they possessed;
they have lost piece by piece. Their loss of the territory was going
something like this. In December of 2015 Islamic state has lost city of
Ramadi which was taken over the Iraqi government. Next year was
fateful for Islamic state regarding loss of the territory. In June of 2016
Iraqi military took over the town of Fallujah. At the end of 2016, the
Islamic State has lost more than 30 percent of the territory. During 2016
many of the leaders of the Islamic State were killed. Abu Muhammed AlAdnani was also killed in the air strike of American forces. Their big loss
was a town of Mosul, which Iraqi forces won over in the middle of 2017.
Table 1: Territory controlled by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria

Source: Conflict Monitor by IHS Markit (2019)
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The current situation in an Islamic state was described by Renad
Mansour, a fellow of Chatam House, in the show on Al Jazeera
television, called “Is ISIL finished for the good-Inside story.” Mansour
said that this is not the end of this organization and that organization will
continue to exist but “underground”. He added that this is just cyclic
continuing of organization, which means that organization sometimes
gets, sometimes loses it`s territory. This is the situation everyone has to
be ready for. Even though the Islamic State has disappeared from Syria
and Iraq, it does not mean that the Islamic State has disappeared in
general and that we will not hear for them anymore. It is hard to believe
that in this day of age, the Islamic State will stop existing. If we continue
to think in that way, we can just stop and ask ourself where IS and their
“caliphate” will rise next. “As Abu Muhammad al-Adnani declared, IS will
revert to what it was so successfully before-an insurgent group fighting a
guerilla war. Its remaining members will reorganize, rearm and
persevere. Some also may find their way into one of an ever-shifting
arrays of rebel and jihadist groups currently operative in Syria, whether
Hayat Tahrir al Sham (formerly Jabhat al-Nusra), Ahrar al Sham, Nour
al-Din al-Zenki, Faylaq sl Sham, or even the Turkistan Islamic Party.”
(Dawson, 2018, p. 5) It is easy to assume that their leadership and the
ones that are supporting the organization will support their “brotherhood
organizations” around the world, like Boko Haram and the others and
that they will use their influence in Nigeria, Liberia, and Egypt to
strengthen their organization. There is a strong influence of Islamic State
in Afghanistan, especially in the part of the country called Nazian, which
is hidden in mountain parts of Tora Bora and it is intensifying its terrorist
attacks in that area. The main problem is not Islamic State itself, but the
situation that even though we lost Islamic state, we can assume that
peace and stability will not come any time soon in this area of the world.”
Whoever thinks that with the so-called 'defeat' of ISIS in Syria and Iraq
stability will return to the Middle East should think again. It will not be
difficult for wandering ISIS fighters to find a new battleground
shortly.” (Debeuf, K., 2019, e-vir)
Return of foreign fighters
In 2015, Islamic State started losing it`s territory that they were wining in
the earlier years. During that period, a lot of FTFs died in the conflict with
the opposition, but proportionally with losing the territory, and with
organization losing power, fighters decided to leave the organization.
Parallel to fighters dying or leaving the organization, waves of arrivals
began to decrease. As ISIS has weakened, the jihadist movement has
become less attractive to potential foreign recruits. European — and to
some degree, American — Muslim youth, once eager to join the budding
Caliphate, and willing to leave families behind and risk prison should
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they be caught in the attempt, no longer want to be part of what has
become the losing team. (Esman, 2016, p. 2)
Reasons for leaving from the Islamic state were more, as RAN mentions
(2017, p. 7):
- Disillusioned / remorseful;
- Still driven by ideology, want better living conditions
(opportunistic);
- Sent to carry out an attack (or feel they can do more for the
cause in Europe than in Syria / Iraq);
- Captured and returned unwillingly.
Other reasons included fear of IS leadership, feeling that the
organization does not appreciate them, traumatic events, but also a wish
not to be a part of the fighting. Mentioned reasons are just proof that
even with leaving the organization, as well as when they were joining the
organization, there is no single reason. Some are disillusioned and want
to turn away from extremism, while others are traumatized and need
psychological treatment. Yet others are dangerous and pose a
significant risk, not least because they have taken part in a violent
conflict, acquired fighting skills, and have integrated into international
terrorist networks. moreover, some women and children have not
participated in fighting but may have radicalized to varying
degrees (Neumann, 2017, p. 75) When it was discovered that a larger
amount of foreign citizens are joining the Islamic State as foreign
fighters, nobody was thinking about what will happen to these people in
the future. Government of the mentioned countries was thinking the
some. Or better to say. Not thinking. The government was watching
them with indifference, and some even with satisfaction because there
were expectations that local crime rates will be lower now when there is
a possibility that those who were committing crimes were among the
ones that were leaving to join IS. So, when coalition gathered against
Islamic state with Syrian and Iraqi governments started winning back the
territory, in the international circles started talking more and more about
what will happen with foreign fighters who are returning. In the same
time, guessing started about how many people will return. In any event,
given the ferocity and scope of the conflict in Syria and Iraq, there is a
good reason to believe that fewer FTFs will survive. More of them will be
captured, and perhaps executed, by Syrian, Iraqi, Kurdish, and even
Western forces. If they do elude death or capture, fewer will be able to
find their way home because their passports were confiscated by IS, and
neighboring countries are monitoring their borders better.” (Dawson,
2018, p. 4) So, even numbers are talking about a lot of FTFs died on the
battlefield, time shows that there is a significant amount of people that
managed all the disadvantages so that they can return to their countries.
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There are no fully accurate numbers of FTFs, and there is guessing that
there will not be one because “At this time the government will not say
how many are under prosecution, and how many have “disappeared”
into the general population“ (Dawson, 2018, p. 4) But, even thoughugh
there is no exact data and not thinking about the reasons why it is
probably impossible to have them, assessments about the number of
returning foreign fighters are a lot, but they are more or less the same.
There are now at least 5,600 citizens or residents from 33 countries who
have returned home (Barrett, 2017, p. 5) If we are talking about Europe
to be exact, “Some 5000 men, women, and children have traveled from
Europe to Syria and Iraq since 2012. An estimated 1500 of these foreign
terrorist fighters (FTF) have returned so far.” (Renard, Colsaet et al.,
2018, p. 5) Except for people that have managed to return to their
countries “Estimates say there are still around 15,000 ISIS fighters,
wandering in Syria and Iraq or neighboring countries.” (Debeuf, K., 2019,
p 2) “In 2015-2016, a significant number of FTFs returned to their home
countries, who according to a UN survey were largely “motivated to
leave Syria either by their genuine disappointment in and
disenfranchisement by the terrorist organization they joined, or were
disillusioned by their host’s lack of welcome, be it the Syrian people or
the terrorist group itself”” (Bos et al, 2018, p. 17) With larger failures of
the Islamic state, there was an increasing number of returnees. This
number of returnees captures its peak return in 2017. With this situation
and with more and more failures of IS, more and more returns were
registered. “In July 2017, the Radicalization Awareness Network (RAN)
estimated that about 30% of the approximately 5,000 residents of the
European Union thought to have gone to Syria and Iraq had returned
home.” (Barret, 2017, p. 10) In the same period “As of mid-June 2017,
the Turkish authorities, having persuaded other States to help them
monitor the increasing flow of foreigners passing through Turkey to
Syria, had recorded the names of 53,781 individuals from 146 countries
whose State of residence feared they might attempt to join the fight in
Syria and Iraq” (Barrett, 2017, p. 16) Islamic state alone, even though it
was losing the straight, did not show any satisfaction with the fighters
who were left in a larger amount. So, they took some steps to try to
decrease this. “As fights about Kobani started to be intensified and ISIS
started losing battles, the Islamic State has introduced a state of
emergency, taking their passports to all newly arrived foreigners and
talked them that they cannot leave caliphate because they have arrived
in the perfect society. (Martinović, 2017, e-source) When some of the
fighters managed to overcome all technical problems and run from the
Islamic state, they would return with the same route they have arrived
with. The route leading over Turkey. A lot of fighters have used refugee
wave in 2015 and open borders in so-called “Balkan route” to came back
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to Europe. This fake migrants are “...fake migrants, that is, terrorists who
pose as refugees and use migration routes in order to cross international
borders (Neumann, 2017, p. 26) One of those “fake migrants is Ahmad
al Mohammad who returned to Europe as a migrant passing the Balkan
route and later has been a part of terrorist group that attacked Paris.
There is no exact information on how many fake migrants there were.
Later, when this route has been closed and other countries have
tightened their borders, it was assumed that this route is hard to use. In
some cases, FTFs have returned home without anybody noticing them
and, in the others, they were escorted by the police. Some FTFs
disappear when they arrive and will never be arrested. Some of them
turn themselves in, and some of them are turned by a family member or
some other person.
When we talk about the return of foreign fighters from the perspective of
Governments of the states in which they are returning to, we will not be
wrong when we say that there are almost no countries that are willingly
letting foreign fighters back. From the countries that have asked the
annulment of nationality for FTFs (Canada, Australia), some of the
countries have shown more brutal ways of dealing with foreign fighters.
“Brett McGurk, the top US envoy for the anti-Isis coalition bombing its
territories in Syria and Iraq, said it was “for the best” for jihadis to die.
“Our mission is to make sure that any foreign fighter who is here, who
joined Isis from a foreign country and came into Syria, they will die here
in Syria,” he added. (Dearden, 2017, e-source). Noting last direct were
others. Britons who have fought for Islamic State abroad should be
hunted down and killed to ensure they never return to the UK, the
defence secretary, Gavin Williamson, has said. (Elgot, 2017, e-source)
The other EU leaders were saying similar things “Dutch prime minister
Mark Rutte said that he would rather see FTFs killed in conflict rather
than seeing them return to Holland.” (Renard, T. i Coolsaet R., 2018, p.
58). One of the most famous examples of a person where one of the EU
countries had shown that they do not want people who participated in an
Islamic State to return, but also an example of a person who was left
without citizenship of one of the EU countries is Shamina Begun. A girl
who in her teen years left the United Kingdom and had joined the Islamic
state. “Ms. Begum - who left London aged 15 to join Islamic State in
2015 - gave media interviews from a Syrian refugee camp in which she
said she wanted to return home. But she was stripped of her British
citizenship by the home secretary in an effort to stop her returning to the
UK, who said those who left to join IS were "full of hate for our
country" (BBC, 2019, e-vir) Except of Shamine Begun, “It also emerged
in March that the UK had stripped British citizenship from two more
women living in Syrian refugee camps with young children.”(BBC, 2019,
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e-source) All of this talks about leaders of countries being afraid and not
knowing what to do with foreign fighters and their return. “States have
not found a way to address the problem of returnees,” Mr Barrett added:
“Most are imprisoned, or disappear from view. There will be a need for
more research and information sharing to develop effective strategies to
assess and address the threat.” (Barett:In Dearden, 2017, e-source)
When countries talk about the abolition of citizenship, they have to have
in mind that this possibility is an option only when a person has double
citizenship because international law does not allow any country to leave
its citizens without citizenship. But, the abolition of citizenship does not
go without problems. Leaving a person without citizenship can leave her
to feel vulnerable. “In fact, citizenship stripping is not only moving the
problem around like a hot potato but may even make the problem worse.
If people from certain (often minority) groups in the population see that
only ‘their’ people are targeted by a specific measure, then there is a risk
that these people will feel even more alienated and discriminated
against.” (Paulussen,C., 2018, e-source) The largest reason to for
countries not wanting for their foreign fighters to return to the countries is
based in fears from this person and their future doings. Fear is based on
thinking about what their future actions about terrorism attacks might be,
collecting money for terrorist attacks but also radicalizing others... the
real question is is their fear based on the truth.
Return of foreign fighters and countries of Europe
The European Union has come together on joined values as are human
dignity, freedom, equality, and solidarity. Democracy and the “rule of
law” are one more of the values of the European Union. Any doing that
is not in harmony with those values is in the direct dispute with the law of
EU. Terrorist activity is one of those acts that violets values on which the
EU is based on. This is way one of the most prominent threats to
European Union is terrorism. To European Union is very important to
have a common position of every member state toward some questions.
One of those questions is foreign and security policy. Importance of this
question talks about terrorism not knowing boundaries, and this is
especially highlighted here, in the EU, where one of the most important
values is free movement of the goods and people. Ten years ago, we
could have said that “Every member of EU is solving the problem of
terrorism on their own way, more or less successful” (Prodan, 2009, p.
11) so, “Italian government introduced extensive additional legal powers
to help to fight terrorism in the mid-seventies” (Wilkinson, 2002, p. 113),
while German authorities were doing something else, and French
authorities had their own system against terrorism. Prodan (2009, p 15)
says that there is no complete and effective common security and
defense politics. European Union considers that member states are
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responsible for all the challenges around the fight against radicalism and
recruitment. But the EU can help with a certain framework to coordinate
national politics, share pieces of information and be successful in
fighting against terrorism. That is the way EU thinks that fighting together
can be most successful. That is why they started to react with the
common foreign policy so that they can protect European citizens. In
2001 “EU adopted Action Plan to Fight against terrorism. Improvement
of cooperation in the segment of arrests and extradition of terrorist has
been accomplished with Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA
with whom EU has adopted European arrest warrant (Prodan, 2009, p.
13) Mentioned act was supposed to represent main document of EU
about fighting terrorism. Few years after, in 2004, EU adopts Declaration
on combating terrorism and soon after-Action plan for fighting terrorism.
As Prodan mentiones (2009, p. 13) goals of this plan were “disable
terrorist to have access to financial and other economic resources;
increase the efficiency of working bodies of EU and member states
when looking for terrorist, their prosecution in front of the court and when
preventing terrorist attacks; deepen international consensus and
strengthen international participation in fighting against terrorism; secure
safety of international traffic and effective surveillance system of outer
borders, increase the effectiveness of repercussions of terrorist attacks.”
In 2005 the Council adopted the EU counter-terrorism strategy with four
pillars (prevent, protect, pursue, respond). It is mentioned before that
terrorism does not know borders, and in the case of the European
Union, this is true, because of the desire of the Union to have open
borders. But other than mentioned surveillance of external borders, in
the maintenance of external borders had been helping Schengen
Information System. From 2016 this system has so-called, “terrorismrelated activity” information. Other than this, SIS started to use “Stronger
and Smarter Information Systems for Borders and Security” technology
where there will be photos of the face of people. Because of the last
large migration wave, loads of people started to talk about open borders
being death to Europe security. Because of all this, some of the
Schengen countries have put borders control. But, to preserve border
safety, EU has developed Frontex. Frontex is necessary to secure
borders of EU and it was of great help during the mentioned migration
crisis. Numbers of people who were crossing borders and coming to
Europe are changing every year. “Every attempt to quantify the number
of migrants can give only a momentary and shaky figure that can be
outdated after several days. According to the European FRONTEX
agency, there are six main migrant routes: Western African, Western
Mediterranean, Central Mediterranean, Eastern Mediterranean, Western
Balkan, and Eastern land route.” (Kešetović, Ninković, 2016, p.
101) There is also European Border and Coast Guard that has the main
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task to oversee borders, and in regulation, no 2016/1624 Frontex will, as
part of their tasks will be able to use all the prevention measures and
detection of terrorism that are necessary. EU thinks that it is necessary
for every information they get to share, but not only with Europol, but
with every relevant authority figure in all the member states. EU has
approved that kind of doing with article 47 before mentioned EBCG
regulation. Following the fact that they have to be involved in European
protection of terrorism, Europol has founded the European Counter
Terrorism Center (ECTC). Control over the center has the European
Council, and the main purpose is that it has to become the main point for
fighting’s against terrorism. Other than support in investigations and the
support if some terrorist attack does occur, ECTC has the approach to
Europol bases that can be checked, if necessary, in the purpose of
investigations. Before mentioned measures are tied to the exchange of
information and can also apply to the base of Europol called EIS
(Europol Information System). Information’s are exchanged through
European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS) that is used so
that states can share information’s related with any event in any criminal
activity, to share information’s related to suspects but also of convicted
persons. Or to keep it short, to any information that can keep the
European Union a safer place. This kind of information is coming to
Europol through member states. This information’s later are published in
EIS. Considering that that kind of information is very confidential, to not
compromise them in any way, program SIENA (Secure Information
Exchange Network Application) is used. When we are talking about the
exchange of information, FADO i beneficial. FADO is shortened for
False and Authentic Documents Online, this is the web page that is
managed by GSC and that in their base has more than 3000 examples
of false identities, travel documents, visas, stamps. One more useful
component of anti-terrorist work that the EU does is Terrorism Finance
Tracking Program (TFTP). With this program, EUROPOL has been
trying to detect financing of terrorism. In 2015 the Council and the
European Parliament adopted new rules to prevent money laundering
and terrorist financing. In 2016 the European Commission released a
proposal to amend those rules to strengthen the fight against terrorism
financing.
Conclusions
In the last war in Syria, even though international public was not able to
agree who is on the “right side” of the conflict and who is not, everyone
agreed about the fact that the Islamic state is satisfying all the criteria to
be seen as “terrorist organization”, Islamic state has, in just a couple of
years, shown astonishing level of brutality in reaching their political goals
and it succeeded to turn around all the international actors against
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herself. Even those who were against each other in every other
situation, in the fight and stopping Islamic state they were united. Islamic
state was seen as an side player until the organization started to expand
their activity beyond borders of Syria and Iraq and her members start
doing terrorist attacks all around the world.
Every violation of peace and safety of citizens in purpose of achieving
some political goal is a sort of terrorism and it has to be convicted from
the simple reason that every state is obliged to protect it`s citizens and
to give them safety and in that way protect their human rights. In the
conflict of Syria and Iraq, for the first time in this amount, foreign fighters
were showing. Foreign fighters were not citizens of countries were
Islamic state was ruling but were coming from other countries to be a
part of this conflict.
Foreign fighters, historically looking, are not a new way of military acting.
But, in this conflict, because of the pure number of them, they have
brought a lot of unsafety and open questions to the states from which
they came. When they first started to join conflict in Syria and Iraq, their
states did not see this situation as alarming even if it was analysed a lot
and talked about. Especially from newspaper side who saw this “foreign
fighters” situation as very interesting from the beginning of strengthening
Islamic state. But, the situation of not caring has changed when the first
foreign fighters were coming back to their states. But, now with war
experience, now with military knowledge, now with doing all kinds of
violent things... All of this made Governments to do something. To react
to this situation and to start caring and start seeing this situation as
alarming to be able to find adequate solution.
Solution, as it will shown, was not a specific solution that brings instant
results but it was shown that it consisted from trials and errors. Without
necessary required knowledge, without goal, except for the desire to not
allow for any terrorist attack to happen and without any knowledge about
what will bring results. Because again, this situation, with returning
foreign fighters is happening for the first time in this newer times in this
amount.
European countries seem not to have any form of clear and consistent
politics toward foreign fighters and this is shown to be truth. But, this
kind of situation in which it seems that states are not managing this
situation very well is not suppose to be wondering to much because this
countries are seeing their citizens leave to fight in foreign conflict is
something that they are seeing for the first time. And the situation where
they are returning is even stranger.
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Main problem that was seen in this research, and it was or is a part of
the problem why there was so many foreign fighters in the first place is
why did countries allow recruitment of citizens and why did they not care
about radicalization in the amount they were supposed to for this not to
happen. In accordance with this, there is a large number of theoretical
experts in the area of terrorism, counter terrorism, radicalization an
deradicalization, extremism and violent extremism who were successful
in explaining what led to the situation for persons to became foreign
fighters and what were mistakes that systems made that led to this many
western world citizens to became foreign fighters. But, because of the
very unique situation of them returning it should be clear that, even
though this experts have enough knowledge to try to assume what can
help, their knowledge in the most parts until this time, was mainly
theoretical. This means that they were just assuming that some things
might be successful. There are some countries that had programs for
foreign terrorists in 2000s like Indonesia and Saudi Arabia. This are the
countries that can give a good framework what is a good way of
behaving towards foreign fighters. Even though the conditions might not
be the same, we can see what could be successful and what not to use.
In the end, returning foreign fighters can be of special value to the
countries in which they are returning to. Not only because of the fact that
they will not do problems, but also because they can give valid
information’s that only the person who was a member of Islamic State
can have and also, in the future, if successfully de-radicalized can have
a role of mentor to others. In this paper we have proven that jails can be
hot beds for stronger radicalization and that they have to be places of
which we have to pay special attention on. We can estimate that
problem of foreign fighters was and is a large problem that we have to
pay special attention on. But, this is something that has to be dealt with
over longer period of time and with valid strategies.
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DEVELOPING A POSITIVE ATTITUDE OF PUPILS
TOWARDS CONTEMPORARY FINE ARTS
Katja Kozjek Varl1, Matjaž Duh 2
Abstract
The article presents the implementation of fine arts lessons in the ninth
grade of elementary school (14 - 15 years old pupils), which was
prepared in accordance with the guidelines of contemporary fine arts
pedagogical practice, with emphasis on contemporary fine arts. The
study compared pupils' attitudes to contemporary fine arts before and
after working with contemporary fine arts and recorded the course of
teaching at the level of contemporary visual arts practices. We were
interested if the incorporation of contemporary artistic practices into the
process of teaching fine arts to pupils is an impetus for the formation of
their own ideas, and thus for development of a critical attitude and
encouragement of individual’s critical thinking. The results of the
research indicate a positive attitude of pupils towards contemporary fine
arts, in terms of their ability to express themselves, as well as the
development of individual’s critical attitude both to the discussed
contents and to the current topics.
Keywords: art education, elementary school, contemporary art, fine art
creativity
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.12959/issn.1855-0541.IIASS-2020-no2-art4
Introduction
Through the visual arts we learn about life, think about it, critically
express our views and explore the possibilities of expression. The
educational system plays a major role and that is to prepare pupils for
accepting the world and understanding the environment while teaching
them ways to integrate into society (Kroflič, 2010; Uzunboylu et al.,
2017). Despite the fact that the basic assignment of the art course is to
understand the visual space (natural, personal, social and cultural),
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which is transformed into a visual space through the artistic expression
of children (Curriculum of Fine Arts Education, 2011), Frelih (2011) sees
the potential for action and decision-making in everyday life. This is
precisely what can be found in the cases of contemporary fine art, which
is increasingly embedded in our everyday lives. This is evidenced by the
fact that contemporary fine art is no longer confined to gallery spaces. It
is also presented in public places where it consciously addresses the
masses and is accessible to the general public (Gompetz, 2019). It deals
with topical content that is directly embedded in society and life itself;
however, at the same time, "contemporary art practices offer all a wealth
of expressive possibilities, both in blending artistic fields with one
another, in search of new, different, unconventional modes of
expression" (Zupančič and Velikonja, 2017: 291). By incorporating the
contents of contemporary fine arts into the school curriculum, in addition
to contemporary visual expression, we strongly encourage cognitive
development. That is why we need to use it as the natural path of
multidisciplinary and multifaceted teaching of fine arts, thus making fine
arts work as a subject in the curriculum in the context of wider social
developments (ibid., 2017). By learning about the formal features and
content of contemporary art work through the aesthetic transfer method
and artistic appreciation (Duh and Zupančič, 2011), pupils can express
their own views and beliefs in their own way. They respond to current
problems and develop the ability to express their own relationship to a
topic (Latimer, 2011; Flajšman, 2009, 2010). Since in the contemporary
fine arts we no longer talk about motives but content, we start planning
from the narrative contents of the work under consideration when
designing the fine arts assignment. By following the guidelines of the
method of art-pedagogical concept (Zupančič, 2006), pupils can express
themselves through classical art practice and through contemporary
media. While working, pupils develop and strengthen communication
skills by verbally substantiating their artwork, explaining ideas, and
deeply thinking about the presented problem (Ching, 2015; Kozjek Varl
and Duh, 2017; Herzog, Duh, Krašovec, 2017). With this, they develop
the ability to express their own views and the ability to think critically
(Rupnik Vec, 2011) and learn to form a critical attitude (Kozjek Varl and
Herzog, 2018). Pupils thus develop a complex artistic thinking while
integrating content from different subject areas, thus gaining the key
competences of lifelong learning (UN LV, 2011). Stare Pušavec (2013)
also sees the benefits of cross-curricular links in increasing the
effectiveness of teaching and learning, adapting teaching to everyone,
and enhancing the role of team teaching. With these goals, we
encourage children to lead a responsible life.
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Definition of the Research Problem and Research Questions
In the research we were interested in how pupils (14 - 15 year olds)
respond to contemporary works of art, which differ in the way they are
created (contemporary approaches) and communicative (emphasis on
the idea) from the classical works of art that they usually explore in fine
arts lessons. We were also interested in whether pupils, based on the
contemporary art works, were able to critically express their attitude
towards the content under consideration.
The aim of our research is to implement contemporary fine arts into fine
arts lessons in order to give pupils the content covered by contemporary
fine arts and to familiarize pupils with some contemporary practices
(conceptualism, installation, performance). We want to bring
contemporary art closer to pupils as an area of influence in our daily
lives, with the aim of exploring topical content, developing a critical
attitude to the topics covered, and encouraging them to form their own
points of view through visual work. In the research we were interested in
the following:
 What is pupils' attitude towards contemporary art before starting
the research? (RQ1)
 What is the appropriate course of teaching and learning in the
case of contemporary fine arts? (RQ2)
 What is pupils' response to learning about different contemporary
artistic approaches? (RQ3)
 Do the planned art assignments stimulate pupils' interest in
contemporary fine arts? (RQ4)
 In the end, will pupils perceive changes in the level of
understanding of contemporary art practices? (RQ5)
 Will we perceive the increased individual pupil’s attitude towards
contemporary art content? (RQ6)
Research Sample and Methods
The research was conducted at elementary school among pupils aged
14 to 15 years. 24 9th grade pupils participated in the research (Table 1).
Due to the possibility of dividing groups in the range of one third of the
hours per year, we conducted some research circles in two groups.
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Table 1: Research sample.
Grade
All pupils
9.a
24
f%
100%

Girls
13
54.17%

Boys
11
45.83%
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The research was planned in five research circles (Table 2).
Table 2: Research Design
RESEARCH
CONTENT
CIRCLES
Introduction
First research
to
circle
contemporary
fine arts
Second
Research Circle

The first art
assignment

Third Research
Circle

Second
art
assignment

Fourth
Research Circle

Third
art
assignment

Fifth Research
Circle

Conclusion

WORKFLOW

PowerPoint Presentation
Working with a subject
art context, artistic practices
abstraction in sculpture, figural, non-figural,
conceptual art, installation
Anthony Gormley
art context, artistic practices
tools of contemporary painting, non-classical
painting approaches, conceptual art
Mateja Kavčič, Tugo Sušnik
art context, artistic practices
Conceptual art, performance
Joseph Beuys
Unstructured interview
Discussion with pupils
reflection

In the research we used qualitative pedagogical research, namely
causal - non-experimental, documentation and descriptive research
method. We used qualitative data collection techniques: questionnaire in
the first research circle and an unstructured group interview in the last
circle. We documented the lessons of fine arts (introduction,
consolidating, upgrading the concepts of contemporary fine arts and
practicing art) by taking pictures, taking notes and recording them.
Pupils' reflections and responses and conversations were recorded and
transcribed.
Research Results and Interpretation
The first research circle (9th grade / group I: January 25, 2019 from 7.30
to 9.05 and 9th grade / group II: February 1, 2019 from 7.30 to 9.05) was
performed in two parts: a) introduction to contemporary art and b) work
with the subject.
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Introduction to Contemporary Art, which was supported by a Power point
presentation (9th grade / group I: January 25, 2019, from 7.36 to 8.14;
9th grade / group II: February 1, 2019, from 7.34 to 8.12) we started with
two questions: “What do you think about the word modernity?” and
“What is the difference between traditional art and contemporary art?”.
With the first question we wanted to find out how pupils interpret the
term modernity. From the answers we have learned that many pupils
think about modern technology and technological advancement with the
notion of modernity, and they associate contemporary art with the
present day. We illustrate our reasoning with some of the pupils'
answers:
Pupil 1: “Present, cars, computers.”
Pupil 2: “Appear in the present, phones, wi-fi, cars.”
Pupil 3: “The present, the modern age.”
Pupil 1: “That something is modern, something in the present
contemporary artists.”
Pupil 2: “Variation, strange, abstract, unique.”
Below are some of the answers to the second question “What is the
difference between traditional art and contemporary art?”:
Pupil 2: “Contemporary art is harder to understand (what is drawn).”
Pupil 4: “Traditional art is more logical.”
Pupil 5: “The difference is in the style of expression.”
Pupil 1: “Artists now think differently; they have more materials at their
disposal.”
Pupil 4: “Traditional art is the art of present and past times, and
contemporary art is art now.”
Pupil 5: “Contemporary art is in the present, contemporary objects are
depicted, they use technology.”
Pupil 6: “In modern art they work a lot with the computer, and traditional
arts are more concerned with drawing.”
Even though pupils, only once in the eighth grade, had already met the
contents of contemporary art in the teaching of fine arts, through the
conversation we found that they do not know much about it. Although
pupils associate contemporary art with the present day, with modern
technology and some modern materials, they are not familiar with the
principles of work and artistic approaches. Pupils designed their answers
based on foresight and experience.
Furthermore, we introduced to pupils the characteristics of contemporary
fine arts, basic principles of expression of contemporary visual artists
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(conceptualism, installation, performance) and some examples of work
with everyday objects.
The second part of the first research circle represented work with the
subject (9th grade / group I: January 25, 2019, from 8.29 to 8.51; 9th
grade / group II: February 1, 2019, 7:30 to 9:05). Pupils chose any
subject and looked for associated associations. The selected object was
placed on a piece of paper and with drawing around the object, the
function of the object changed.

A

B

D

C

E

Figure 1: Pupils' ideas in both 9th grade groups.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows some examples of pupils seeking
associations in relation to nature (Figures 1A, 1C, 2A) and everyday
useful items: ladder (2B), car (1B), Christmas ornament (2D), glasses
(1D), and a vacuum cleaner (2C). An interesting example is the eye
(Figure 1E), when a female pupil placed nails to form the eyelashes.
Despite the initial retention of pupils, original solutions were created and
their work became playful.
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C

A

B

D

Figure 2: Pupils' ideas in both 9th grade groups.

Pupils were already familiar with contemporary art, but through the
conversation we discovered that they had no former relation to
contemporary art (answer to RQ1). In the introductory lesson, they
renewed their knowledge of contemporary art, and when working with
the subject they first encountered conceptualism, that is, in order to
create an art work, they needed an idea. Pupils could not cope with the
assignment at the beginning. During conversation and encouragement,
ideas were developed and implemented. This assignment showed the
creative level of an individual or a couple.
In the second research circle we prepared the first art assignment. When
designing, we started with examples of contemporary fine arts and relied
on art concepts from the art education curriculum. Pupils explored the
artistic and content communication of the presented works through the
method of aesthetic transfer. After the initial internalization of the artwork
(perception), pupils thought and interpreted the artwork in their own way
(reception).
The artwork dealt with concepts abstraction in sculpture, figural and nonfigural. The artwork was performed in two groups: 9th grade / group I
(March 1, 2019, from 7.30 to 9.05) and 9th grade / group II (March 8,
2019, from 7:30 to 9:05). Pupils learned the visual concepts from the
curriculum with the works of sculptor Anthony Gormley (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Artist Anthony Gormley with his works.

Along with abstracted human figures, pupils related the various concepts
to the forms of statues (e.g.: bubble = cheerful; line = angry ...; fearful,
empty, empty, calm ...) and explored the connection between forms and
materials. For the next lesson, each pupil chose only one type of
material: wood, wire, plastic (transparent film or white acrylic sheet),
paper or cardboard. They made an abstract statue out of the selected
material with putting little pieces into a whole. They came from their own
concept: they imagined a certain emotional state that best describes an
individual's nature or experience of the environment. With this, we
moved on to the third phase of the aesthetic transfer method to the
reaction, which represented a new aesthetic experience.

A

B

C

Figure 4: Sculpture making, thinking and writing down the concept of a work of
art.

Figure 4A shows pupils while working. Pupils first worked on technical
solutions, as each material required its own method of assembly. While
cutting and shaping the components, they thought about emotions or
moods, and based on that they determined the shapes (soft, sharp,
organic, inorganic ...). The focus of the artwork was on designing the
concept (why I did it and what I wanted to convey), so they considered
the message of their statue at work (Figure 4B) and wrote down their
thoughts and ideas at the end of the work (Figure 4C).
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 5: Examples of art products of 9th grade pupils (Groups I and II).

Figure 5 shows some statues made by pupils. A pupil who chose copper
wire for her work (Figure 5A) wrote: “I chose a state of nervousness or
anxiety because it seems to me to be an emotion, we all know. I wanted
to show the stomach knots that we feel when we are nervous.” Figure
5B shows a schoolgirl statue made of cardboard: “The statue represents
a situation where you did not listen to lessons and your teacher calls
you. I used cardboard A
because the material
B is easy to use and niceCin
appearance.” The pupil said the following about the statue made of
wood (Figure 5C): “The statue, made of solid and stable material, has
been demolished in no time, which represents us when we hope for a
good grade, but receive a bad one instead. That's how the whole world
breaks down.” A pupil who chose Transparent Film (Figure 5D) for his
statue wrote: “My statue represents sadness and desolation. It is
covered with emptiness and loneliness. It slowly goes into deep
sadness. I chose this material because it seemed to me that I would best
D
E
express my emotions with it.” The following pupil with aluminium wire
product said (Figure 5E): “The statue shows indecision. I chose this
situation because I am the exact opposite. With the statue, I say that
someone dares not express their thoughts, so they always remain in
their head (square), but slowly everyone passes from their frames.” The
last example we are presenting is a statue made of white acryl plate
(Figure 5F). The pupil wrote: “Statue represents confusion; things are
very different but somehow related.”
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At the end of the first art assignment, it can be said that pupils
approached the assignment with enthusiasm, the work was collected
and calm. Pupils took the concept design individually and seriously, and
the atmosphere in the classroom was peaceful, which was a result of the
individual's deep thinking. There were positive reactions among pupils
regarding the course of the lesson. With this we can answer RQ2 (What
is the course of teaching and learning in the case of contemporary fine
arts?). While interpreting the conceptual designs, we perceived a lot of
negative emotions, which can be related to their mood or concern
related to school work or perhaps related to the choice of high school. It
can be said that pupils' response to the different artistic approaches
(RQ3) was positive.
In the third research circle we prepared the second art assignment,
which was carried out with the whole class (March 22, 2019, from 7.30
to 9.05). We were engaged in contemporary painting, learning about the
tools of contemporary painting and non-classical painting approaches.
We chose a circle as a visual motif. At first, pupils were amazed, as
described by the pupil's statement: “If we all draw a circle, we will all
draw the same ...”. Different interpretations of the circle were introduced
to the works of two Slovenian artists: Mateja Kavčič and Tugo Sušnik
(Figure 6).

A

B

C

D

Figure 6: Artwork by Mateja Kavčič (A, B) and Tugo Sušnik (C, D).

A

Before starting work, we defined the title of the art product: “Circle
game”. We came from an abstract motif. We wanted to highlight the idea
of the individual, expressed through artistic elements and the use of
unconventional painting approaches (acrylic paints applied with paint
spatulas, sponge, fingers or prints of various objects, gluing fabric,
D
engraving in wet paint, use of adhesive tape and such). Several different
approaches are illustrated in Figure 7.
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B

C

Figure 7: Pupils while creating.

In the next lesson, pupils split into two groups again: group I (April 3,
2019, from 9.20 to 10.05) and group II (April 10, 2019, from 9.20 to
10.05). Pupils finished their work and thought about setting up a painting
exhibition according to the installation system.

A

B

A

C

B

D

E

Figure 8: Paintings by nine-grade pupils.

Figure 8 shows some examples where we perceived individual painting
approaches as well as many different ideas for interpreting the circle.
The example in Figure 8A stands out in its elongated format, the
complementary pair in red-green stands out in Figure 8B, Figure 8C
shows an example where a pupil achieved a weaving effect with
rhythmic repetition of the same shapes, while breaking the monotony by
printing of yellow circles in the centre of the image surface. In the case
of 8D, the sequence of colours from the rainbow was used, the
geometric lines were almost reached by the adhesive tape and the
softness of the background was achieved by applying white paint with a
sponge. Figure 8E is dominated by cool tones, and the circle is
presented in various forms: overlapping circles, planar imprints, and
dotted surfaces. When pupils thought about the layout of the paintings in
terms of installation, they thought of some interesting layouts. “Paintings
are strapped to a string and placed around the lobby of the school;
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paintings are placed with their backs together and suspended from the
ceiling; paintings affixed to windows so that they are visible only from the
outside of the school (from the road); multiplying each painting and their
copies glued to the doors of classrooms ...”.
After the third research circle, we found that pupils were more motivated
to work and develop ideas than in their previous art assignment, which is
understood because of the experience from previous lessons. They
showed progress in their level of readiness for work and thinking, they
had no reservations in formulating ideas. When they realized the idea,
they internalized the work and responded with interesting solutions to it
(RQ3). Despite the reaction that “Circle impossible motive” pupils
observed the presented works of art in a way of reading contemporary
fine arts. To the questions “Why?” and “What did the artist want to say?”
pupils gave different opinions, the conversation developed into a “pro &
contra” debate. Pupils were spontaneously thinking about the works of
art and were interested in the messages given. With these observations,
we respond to RQ4 (Do planned artworks stimulate interest in
contemporary fine arts in pupils?).
In the fourth research circle, we performed the third and last fine art
assignment in our research process. The art assignment was related to
performance. Pupils worked in two groups: 9th grade / group I (March
29, 2019, from 7.30 to 9.05) and 9th grade / group II (April 5, 2019, from
7:30 to 9:05). In the introduction of the lesson, we reiterated the
concepts of conceptual art and installation and in some cases (Figure
9A) consolidated the concepts.

A

B

Figure 9: Work by Joseph Koschut (A) and artist Joseph Beuys during the
performance (B).

Pupils discovered the concept of performance by observing the artist
Joseph Beuys, who is an originator of performing arts and a highly
socially engaged artist. They learned about his ideas and ways of
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expression (Figure 9B). The design of the performance was a great
challenge for pupils, as it was the first time that they encountered this
type of work where the artwork was no longer considered as fine arts.
We talked about current topics, pupils' aspirations, things they want to
draw attention to, feelings and reasons why they would like to say
something to someone. Pupils created scenarios for performances.
The following is a transcript of the idea of two female pupils who named
their performance “Sleep and school stress”. The performance would
like to be staged in front of the Ministry of Education, and pupils would
like to remind the observers that they have little sleep and encourage
them to understand this. Their scenario is the following:
“At 8.00 p.m. in front of the Ministry of Education: about 80 notebooks,
books and textbooks are placed around the bed, with an alarm clock
near the bed. The bed is illuminated, the sheets are white, the person
next to the bed is wearing all black clothes, to contrast the bed. The
person confusedly wanders around the bed, opening notebooks, doing
so till 9 p.m. When the person looks at the clock, the he becomes
panicked, full of stress, the reflectors start to psychedelically blink. The
person starts to shiver, cry, shaking as he realizes that he is running out
of time. He then calms down and slams into bed. The alarm clock resets
to 5 a.m. and starts ringing. A person stands up, tired and sad, without
energy and joy, takes 5 notebooks and leaves the scene depressingly
(the performance is accompanied by music that is appropriate to the
person's emotions).”
Another example was written by four female pupils, who would perform it
in one of the city's squares. The content of the performance would be
tied to music, and more specifically to the experience of music and its
influence on humans. Pupils want to let the audience know that music
has a positive effect on our mood, but they also want to invite the
audience to join them.
“We would do a performance in the town square where we would include
music and dance to see the audience response and how many would
join, knowing that people are stressed out about work, school ... By
doing this, we want to get people to relax and forget all their problems
for a while. More people would be involved in the performance, because
we know that the more people there are originally, the more people
would join.”
All pupils presented their ideas to classmates before the end of the
class. All the ideas of pupils were interesting, and the locations that
pupils chose for realization of their performances (school space,
shopping centre, city park, city square) were also interesting. From this,
we conclude that pupils understood the essence of contemporary fine
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arts, which seeks to address the general public and therefore move to
public places. This extends the response to RQ 3 (What is the response
of pupils to learning about different contemporary artistic approaches?).
Lastly, we found that designing performances was difficult for pupils,
which is illustrated by some of the statements:
Pupil 5: “Because you had to describe the idea with words, it was more
difficult”;
Pupil 7: “The idea must be simple and in place where a lot of people
can see it”;
Pupil 2: “It's really hard to get an idea, but then you have to put it into
practice”;
Pupil 7: “Coming up with an idea was difficult and how will you show or
tell people, you must make it as easy as possible to convince
people. "
The fifth research circle was devoted to conversation. We were
interested in pupils' attitude to contemporary fine arts after performing
their art assignments. The interview was conducted in two groups: group
I (April 12, 2019, duration: 00:17:26 - start at 8.01:12) and group II (April
19, 2019, duration: 00:18:21 - start at 7.56:21).
Below, we present those statements that most effectively answer our
research questions. For the sake of rationality, the statements of pupils
of both groups have been consolidated into a single record.
We present some answers to the question “What is your opinion on
approaches in contemporary fine arts compared to your work so far?”:
Pupil 1: “I prefer the older art because it is visually beautiful. But
contemporary art doesn't seem to make sense.”
Pupil 1:“The older the nicer, the more effort is put in, you cannot see that
with the new one you don’t always know what the idea is, it's not
always a good or nice idea.”
Pupil 2: “Older one is visually prettier, but the modern one has bigger, a
stronger message.”
Pupil 3: “The older the nicer, it represents a certain moment, meanwhile,
when contemporary is socially critical, it records the present
moment. It is interesting because it is different, we use a camera,
video, recording. It's not just visual, we hear the sound.”
Pupil 4: “I find contemporary art to be better, because everyone can
think what they want, imagine what they want, nothing is wrong
with what you say.”
Pupil 2: “I like the older art because it's nicer, it looks better, on the other
hand, I also like contemporary art because you can think about it
yourself.”
Pupil 5: “Before I got to know contemporary art, it seemed like it makes
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no sense that artists no longer have ideas. But now I see that
they want to show things in a different way, that it doesn't matter
that it must be done beautifully. The artists show their attitude
and the viewers react differently.”
Pupil 6: “Before working with contemporary art, I liked the classic more
and I thought contemporary art was random, but now that I know
what they are doing and why, it's clearer to me, I understand it
more, I know it's not random anymore, and that it always has a
purpose.”
Pupil 3: “At the beginning it seemed strange and weird, it wasn't at all
about meaning, but then I started to understand that there was a
message in every part. They express their emotions, feelings. I
like it now.”
From pupils' answers we can see that many of them have an affinity for
classical, conventional art and not contemporary art. Although the
previous answers were in favour of classical art, pupils agreed that
originality was more perceived in contemporary art, which is illustrated
with some answers:
Pupil 3: “We must be more original in contemporary art.”
Pupil 7: “Originality is more pronounced in contemporary art than in
classical.”
Pupil 1: “We must develop an idea in contemporary art.”
Pupil 5: “If you have imagination, contemporary art is easier for you, but
if you have no good ideas; you draw what they tell you to.”
Pupil 11: “I didn't like our work before contemporary art because
everything was directed. When we started with the modern
statue, we could think for ourselves, the products were nicer, I
liked it better.”
When we asked the following question “Has it been easier or harder to
work with modern practices?” pupils replied:
Pupil 5: “It is much easier to express yourself by choosing the way you
want to express yourself, not just by drawing or painting with a
brush.”
Pupil 3: “It's easier for me to draw or paint because you get directions.”
Pupil 5: “It's also easier for me if someone gives me instructions on why
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to do.”
Pupil 7: “It's easier to follow directions.”
From the above responses of pupils, we find that pupils usually get
instructions and that they work according to them, consequently they do
not need to take responsibility. Interestingly, this is closer to the boys,
while the girls would like only partial restrictions:
Pupil 9: “On the one hand, it's easier to get directions. But it's not nice
that you are limited to it, you cannot do something else. The nice
thing is that you have a certain motive, and then within that you
work and express yourself in your own way”
Pupil 12: “The best part is that it is limited to some limit, you get a little
instruction, but something is left free, something is up to me and
lets me use my imagination. "
At the end of our research, we can say that we have seen positive
changes in pupils’ understanding of contemporary fine arts (RQ5), which
is attributed to the gradual introduction of contemporary fine arts into
teaching. Pupils also expressed their attitude individually and
unreservedly to the content of contemporary art (RQ6), although some
pupils still preferred classical art.
Conclusion
Pupils did not know contemporary fine arts before working with it, so
they did not have any relation to it. In all the planned art assignments,
pupils were adequately motivated to work, participated in conversations
and became interested in learning about contemporary art practices.
Teamwork turned out great, as pupils worked together to develop ideas
and ideas for setting up works. The work was done in a relaxed
atmosphere. With the gradual introduction of contemporary fine arts into
the classroom, we achieved that pupils began to understand and accept
the idea of contemporary fine arts, which they confirmed with their
statements at the end of the research. Gradually, the interest in
contemporary art increased, as with each new artistic assignment, pupils
gained more knowledge and insight into the variety and rich expression
through contemporary principles of work. We have obtained interesting
information. Pupils expressed different views on contemporary art. Some
pupils said with restraint that they did not like contemporary fine arts, but
through work, their holdings subsided. At the end of the research,
everyone critically expressed their attitude towards contemporary fine
arts, and critically approached the selected topics that they had chosen
in their last artistic assignment, performance. Many pupils agreed that
contemporary art is original because everyone can express their ideas.
They felt that contemporary artists were not limited by motive and that
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they could do what they imagined. This feeling gave them freedom in
their own creative work. Above all, we perceived the difference between
boys and girls. The boys thought it was easier to create art if they were
given more precise instructions. Likewise, many boys have expressed
an affinity for classical fine arts. Perhaps the reasons for this can be
found in the individual perception of the individual. At the end of the
course, we noticed an increased ability of pupils to understand
contemporary art practices, as well as an individualized attitude towards
contemporary art, which was illustrated by pupils' statements. The
realized contents of contemporary fine arts practices were carried out
with pupils in the usual conditions of teaching fine arts, which gives a
wide opportunity to implement similar approaches in our visual and
pedagogical space.
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INTEGRATION OF MIGRANTS IN SLOVENIA
Vera Klopčič1
Abstract
The paper discusses main characteristics of the contemporary situation
concerning the integration of migrants in Slovenia, mainly after the
emergence of the refugee crisis in 2015. The Global migration pact and
relevant European legislation tackles it as a great humanitarian crisis.
Majority of members of European Union, and Slovenia as well, have
been faced with the dilemma of how much defense and security
measures in their own country can be strengthened, and how to cope
with the wave of migrants, while respecting accepted human rights
standards. In Slovenia, in 2019 the comprehensive Government
Strategy for migration was adopted and special Office for the Support
and Integration of Migrants was established in 2018, to answer these
challenges as comprehensively as possible. Policy measures towards
regulation of status and integration of migrants in Slovenia are focused
on implementation of rights of migrants who are already legally residing
in Slovenia, aimed to provide necessary knowledge of Slovenian
language and culture, needed for their integration.
Key words: migrants, integration, Slovenia, asylum, refugees
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.12959/issn.1855-0541.IIASS-2020-no2-art5
General remarks
Model for integration of migrants in Slovenia is carried out in accordance
with the internal legislation and practice of other members of the EU.
Slovenia shares the approach of many European countries which are
primarily searching for effective models for protecting public order and
internal state security, prevention of illegal entries of migrants into the
country and establish and maintain a control over migration, while
providing measures for integration for those who decided to stay in
Slovenia2.

1

Dr Vera Klopčič is a higher scientific fellow at the Institute for Ethnic Studies. She works
in the field of protection of human rights and minorities.
2
For the majority of refugees, Slovenia is only transit point and they intend to continue
their way towards other Western European countries (Strategy 2019:34).
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The term "migrants" in Slovenia covers a diverse group of immigrants
and includes also those Slovene citizens living in Slovenia for decades,
who are not ethnically Slovenes. The most numerous group of citizens of
Slovenia who are ethnically not Slovenes, are immigrants from the
former Yugoslav republics (namely Albanians, Bosnians, Croats,
Muslims, Serbs) who settled in larger industrial centers after the World
War II during the existence of the common state3.
Nowadays the term migrant is usually applied in Slovenian public
discourse for refugees and economic migrants who are the Third
countries nationals. Term is used also in official governmental
documents e.g. in the name of the recently established governmental
office Slovenian Government Office for the Support and Integration of
Migrants /UOIM- Urad vlade za podporo in integracijo migrantov/. The
UOIM was established in June 2017. According to official web
presentation, it performs the tasks defined by the laws governing the
aliens, international protection and temporary protections of displaced
people. Within the scope of it functions it coordinates the work and tasks
of other national authorities, non-governmental and other organizations
regarding the support as well as integration of migrants, and monitors
migration problems. It launches initiatives and proposals for solving the
problems in this domain. The basic activity of the Office, as a separate
government service, whose central tasks are the accommodation of and
support to different categories of migrants, arises from the need for an
orientated and controlled operation in supporting the migrants entering
the territory of the Republic of Slovenia4.
Since the beginning of 2000, the foundations of the integration policy in
Slovenia were outlined in the systemic laws and in two documents
Resolution on the Migration Policy of the Republic of Slovenia5, adopted
in 1999 and 2002. The integration of foreigners on the basis of these
documents was based on an individual approach to migrants, who in
most cases expressed the desire to stay in Slovenia and were motivated
to participate in offered measures for facilitation of integration (Klopčič
2017: 256).
Indeed, a new situation has arisen with the onset of the refugee crisis
and the arrival of significant number of refugees in Europe after the year
2015. Due to the geographical position, located on the Balkan migration
3

For the topic of their status and integration exist a range of studies and extensive
bibliography. See for example: Komac, M (ed.) 2007: Priseljenci, Inštitut za narodnostna
vprašanja.
4
http://www.uoim.gov.si/en/areas_of_work/.
5
http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=RESO20#, 15.3.2020.
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route, Slovenia as a transit country faced a large number of migrants at
the borders. Migrants only in a small number applied for asylum in
Slovenia or expressed their desire for life in Slovenia.
Legal framework
Situation and legal status of foreigners, and models for their inclusion in
Slovenian society are regulated in the Aliens Act (Off. Gazette n. 16/17).
Chapter X of the Aliens Act (Articles 105-108) deals with the inclusion of
foreigners. In general, the Ministry responsible for internal affairs is
responsible for coordinating measures for inclusion of foreigners. It shall
provide the information necessary for foreigners for their inclusion in the
Slovenian society, in particular regarding their rights and duties6. All
asylum seekers are provided with access to the free language courses
required to integrate and gain professional and professional
qualifications. Several programs have been launched to facilitate the
integration of asylum seekers and for training of the staff working with
the migrants.
Article 106 prescribes that foreigners who are not EU citizens are
entitled to programs that facilitate integration into the cultural, economic
and social life of the Republic of Slovenia, by:
programs of learning the Slovene language and acquainting with
Slovenian history, culture and constitutional provisions (hereinafter
referred to as "getting to know Slovene society"),
programs of mutual knowledge and understanding with Slovene citizens,
information regarding their inclusion in a Slovenian society.
The Aliens Act prescribes that a foreigner with recognized international
protection who has been legally resident in the Republic of Slovenia for
five years (long-term resident status) shall be issued with a permanent
residence permit7. Protection and status of refugees is further regulated
by the International Protection Act (Off. Gazette n. 16/17)).
There are two statuses of international protection, namely refugee status
or subsidiary protection. Refugee status is recognized to a person who
6

Therefore, the web portal Info tujci was established (27 March 2020). Funds for the
establishment were contributed by the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Slovenia
and the European Fund for the Integration of Third-country nationals.
7
Article 53a of the Aliens Act (acquisition of a long-term resident status for an alien
granted international protection in the Republic of Slovenia or another Member State of
the European Union):
(3) A foreigner with recognized international protection who has obtained longterm resident status shall be issued with a permanent residence permit
identifying the long-term resident status and shall enter the note: "International
protection recognized in (Member State) on (date)."
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provides justifiable and authentic proof that he or she is endangered in
his or her home country due to race, religion, nationality, political beliefs
or affiliation to a special social group. Subsidiary protection is granted to
a person who does not meet the conditions for the recognition of refugee
status but provides justifiable and authentic reasons that serious
damage would be caused to him or her upon his or her return to the
home country.
Article 87 of the International Protection Act regulates access to the
labor market and vocational training of applicants for international
protection /asylum seekers. The applicant has the right to have free
access to the labor market nine months after the application has been
submitted, if the decision of the competent authority has not been
notified to him at that time and this delay cannot be attributed to the
applicant. After the expiration of nine months after the application has
been lodged, the applicant shall have access to vocational training
courses. A person with recognized status of international protection
enjoys three years from the acquisition of the status the right to
assistance in integrating into the environment. Aid for integration into the
environment is based on a personal integration plan drawn up and
implemented on the basis of an individual's needs, knowledge,
capabilities and skills, and includes a plan of activities aimed at
facilitating integration into the environment (Article 103). Regarding
access to the labor market and measures under the Active Employment
Policy Program and the possibilities of continuing vocational education
and training, they are equalized with the citizens of the Republic of
Slovenia.
The amendments to the Aliens Act (Off. Gazette n. 16/17) inter alia,
introduced provisions which prevent individual treatment of aliens in
times of aggravated migration situation, in “the case of a mass influx of
displaced persons from third countries”. The amendment allows the
refusal to enter the country to foreigners without individual treatment. It
stipulates that the police will reject the intention to submit an application
for international protection as inadmissible if there are no systemic
deficiencies in the asylum system in the neighboring EU Member State
from which the alien entered the territory of Slovenia.
In 2019, the Constitutional Court annuls some provisions of the article 10
of the Aliens Act8. Constitutional Court underlined that in the case when
8

The Constitutional Court annulled the second, third and fourth sentences of the second
paragraph and the third paragraph of Article 10b of the Aliens Act, because it was
inconsistent with Article 18 of the Constitution. The Constitutional Court Decision U-I59/17, October 2019.
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a State sends back an individual to another EU Member State, the
extent of protection afforded by the constitutional principle of nonrefoulement should be respected. This principle of prohibition of the risk
of torture, inhuman or degrading treatment of individual is ensured in
Article 18 of the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia9.
In 2019, the Government of the Republic of Slovenia adopted the
Government's Strategy on Migration10. The strategy is based on
interdepartmental integration and addresses migration in a multifaceted,
comprehensive and long-term manner, and places a greater emphasis
on understanding all aspects of migration and improving management
measures. The strategy consists of six horizontal pillars linked to
particular aspects of migration. These pillars are: the international
dimension of migration, economic migration as part of legal migration,
international protection, integration, illegal migration and return and
security component.
Promotion of Integration
The relevant ministries co-fund the implementation of projects and
programs for integration of immigrants and asylum-seekers with financial
assistance from the European Structural Funds and other European
sources. The Ministry of the Interior, which is responsible for
coordinating integration measures, seeks to build a cooperative
atmosphere amongst the general public and migrants, funds and carries
out programs aimed at educating and raising awareness among the
general public and nationals of third countries about the importance of
their integration into Slovenian society11. However, at the same time
some hostile attitudes were expressed in public discourse, mixed with
xenophobia, prejudices, and populist anti-migrant political statements,
particularly on social media.
Government of Republic of Slovenia adopted Decree on ways and
scope of providing programs of support for integration of third country
nationals (Off. Gazette n. 70/12 and 58/16), which addresses the
implementation of the programs for learning Slovenian language and
increasing familiarity with Slovenian history, culture, and constitutional
order. According to the Decree, the relevant Ministry (e.g. Ministry for
Education) should fund the implementation of these programs.
9

Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia, Article 18 (Prohibition of Torture): No one shall
be subjected to torture, inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. It is forbidden for
a person to do medical or other scientific experiments without his / her free consent.
10
https://www.gov.si/assets/ministrstva/MNZ/SOJ/STR17072019.pdf.
11
http://www.mnz.gov.si/si/mnz_za_vas/tujci_v_sloveniji/integracija_oseb_z_mednarodn
o_zascito/, 27 March 2020.
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Recently adopted programs, declarations, and strategies prescribe
measures aimed at offering refugee’s necessary knowledge of Slovenian
language and culture needed for their successful integration. For
example, in the program “Initial integration of immigrants” and a free first
examination of basic level proficiency in Slovenian language, adult
educational institutions throughout Slovenia have been engaged in
multiple projects providing Slovenian language courses and intercultural
dialogue that are aimed at enhancing the possibilities for integration of
immigrants. These activities are funded by Slovenian authorities on the
basis of public tenders.
Projects supporting the integration of foreigners into Slovenian society
are focused on different areas of social life, particularly on granting
access to education, employment and healthcare, as these are key
aspect of successful integration of all persons, particularly members of
vulnerable groups. In terms of integration and inclusion of individuals
with status of international protection, the key problem areas are
deficiencies in necessary language skills and familiarity with the
Slovenian culture, habits, and environment. The Ministry of the Interior
cosponsored the development of a multilingual dictionary for facilitating
communication in healthcare in eight languages, including the Arabic
and Farsi language. The publication of this dictionary in March 2017 is
the result of the first phase of the project. The second phase involved 12
training workshops designed for healthcare professionals throughout
Slovenia titled “The patient does not speak Slovenian”12.
According to the Slovenian legal regulation, all applicants for
international protection have the right to work, nonetheless for
employment they should obtain a work permit. However, for individuals
who already obtained the status of international protection, this status
also grants them the right to free access to the labor market, without a
work permit. An integration plan in the field of employment and labor
market for individuals who acquired the status of international protection
in Slovenia was drafted by the Ministry of Labor, Family, Social Affairs
and Equal Opportunities, in cooperation with the Employment Service.
Emphasis is placed on intensive learning of Slovenian language and
knowledge about Slovenian culture, as a prerequisite for entry into the
labor market and successful integration.
The Social Chamber of Slovenia, a central professional social welfare
association since 2015 started with projects and initiatives to identify
12

http://multilingualhealth.ff.uni-lj.si/, 25. March 2020
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necessary professional skills and specific knowledge for work with
migrants and organize training of professional staff. Results of these
projects lead to systemic solutions and complement legislation in this
field, aimed to achieve successful integration of migrants. The main
objective of these projects is developing additional professional
qualifications of personnel employed in the field of social security, to
enable provision of better response and services due to social changes
brought by current migrant crisis.
With the migrant wave completely new tasks for practitioners of social
policy, education, access to health, employment and integration of
migrants in particular settings emerged. Professional staff in public
services could not cope with them without additional specific knowledge
and sensibilities or without multicultural competences. In 2018, the
Social Chamber edited a special publication »An integrated approach to
successful integration of migrants / Guide for competence development
of professionals and employees in the overall integration of migrants/«.
As stated in that manual "integration is a two-way process of adaptation
- by migrants and by the receiving society at many levels: economic,
social, cultural, religious and political. The success of integration
depends on the willingness and commitment of foreigners to adapt to the
new environment, as well as the willingness of their host communities to
welcome new immigrants and their families. There are no international
rules specifically stating the right to integration for migrants, so the
approaches of countries are also different” (Lipič 2018: 54)13.
An initiative to create a professional standard of "cultural mediator" is
proposed, which through its work can contribute in the long term to
improving the quality of communication and mutual relations between
migrants and professional staff, and to greater tolerance and
understanding of the position and personal distress of members of
different ethnic and religious communities.
International protection
The legal framework governing international protection and asylum
policy of the European Union is transposed in national legislation and
13

Structure of the publication follows the topics raised in the pilot implementation of the
Erasmus education and training program on approaches to successful integration of
migrants. It is structured into five content modules of continuing education and training
programs. Basic Concepts and Legal Framework, Social Integration, Migration and
Health, Integration into the Education and Work Process and Psychosocial Support and
Assistance. Each module is additionally equipped with questions for reflection, elements
for assessing the level of new knowledge gained and a professional literature for further
reading.
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implemented in practice14.The issues of admission of refugees, transfer
and return of refugees are governed by the Dublin Agreement (2013),
which sets out the basic criteria that must be met for admission, granting
international protection and the return of those refugees who have been
refused applications for international protection.
Dublin Agreement states that the refugee is under the jurisdiction of the
EU country in which the person entered and applied for asylum for the
first time15.Upon receipt of the application for international protection, the
competent authority shall, on the basis of fingerprints sent to the
European Central Eurodac System, and the documentation, check the
situation and determine whether the applicant for international protection
has already applied in any other Member State of the European Union16.
According to the Dublin rules, asylum seekers whose applications have
been refused can only be returned to another EU country if t is a "safe
country" in which their lives are not endangered and conditions are met
to meet their "elementary needs".
In 2015, an EU-Turkey agreement was signed which stipulates that
Turkey will accept Syrian refugees returned from Greece and take all
necessary measures to prevent irregular migration from Turkey to the
EU, both by sea and land17.
Protection of vulnerable groups
The project "Establishing mechanisms for the identification, assistance
and protection of victims of trafficking in human beings and / or sexual
violence in asylum procedures in Slovenia" /PATS/, was carried by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs until 2009, and after then by the Ministry for
Interior. The PATS project is unique in several respects. The program is
targeted directly at potential victims of trafficking, and in a language they
understand, provides information about the dangers of trafficking and
informs about the possibilities of seeking protection and assistance in
Slovenia and other countries. Considering the fact that asylum
14

Slovenia had actively participated in the EU Solidarity Agreement on relocation and
resettlement of refugees (2016), which prescribed quotes for relocation of migrants in
different countries.
15
It is the reason why many asylum seekers are struggling to avoid these rules and not
to register in some of the EU transit countries. Majority of them seek to obtain asylum in
one of the richer EU countries, most often in Germany.
16
Procedure under EU Regulation 603/2013 - Eurodac Regulation and EU Regulation
604/2013.
17
In line with the adopted humanitarian plan, the EU has already earmarked € 3 billion in
the first phase of the implementation of the agreement for treatment, care and assistance
to Syrian refugees in Turkey (2016). Agreement was amended in 2016 and 2018.
Negotiations between EU and Turkey in 2020 are still ongoing.
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procedures are often one of the migration channels that traffickers can
abuse, the preventive effect of the asylum seekers program, which is
one of the most vulnerable categories of migrants, in particular
important. The specificity of the project is certainly also the cooperation
between the governmental, non-governmental and intergovernmental
sectors in the preparation and implementation phase of the PATS
project. Each actor is individually involved in his work in the activities of
the PATS project, but close coordination, mutual communication and
provision of professional assistance is ongoing between project partners.
The primary role in the PATS project, especially regarding direct work
with potential victims, is played by a non-governmental organization that
conducts preventative and individual information interviews with asylum
seekers and asylum seekers on a daily basis. To this end, a
person/specialist is present daily in the accommodation (five days a
week / 4 hours a day). Interviews with the assistance of an interpreter
help to inform and raise awareness, especially of the most at-risk
populations of single women and unaccompanied children, about the
existence and dangers of trafficking and sexual abuse. Applicants are
also made aware of the elements of crime related to trafficking and / or
sexual abuse, as this is the first step that facilitates victim identification
and thus facilitates victim identification. Attention is also given to the fact
that the status of "victim" does not mean that the asylum procedure is
stopped. It is of paramount importance to inform the potential victim of
the possibilities of access to assistance and protection in the Republic of
Slovenia and in the countries in the region, so that persons can seek
effective assistance at the moment when they identify themselves as
victims of one and / or another abuse18.
Aliens Act prescribes in Article 15 that the best interest of the child is the
primary concern in the treatment of minors. Minors should be provided
with a standard of living appropriate to their mental, spiritual, moral and
social development. In the field of education, minors have the same
rights as Slovenian citizens, at all levels of education.
In particular, the following factors shall be considered in assessing the
best interest of the child:
 the possibility of reunification with the family,
 the well-being and social development of a minor, considering
the environment from which the minor is coming,
 security and safety issues, in particular where there is a risk that
a minor is a victim of trafficking in human beings,
18

http://www.slideserve.com/hank/pats-project-against-human-trafficking-and-sex-andgender-based-violence, 27. March 2020.
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the opinion of the minor in accordance with his age and maturity.

Minors who have been victims of any abuse, neglect, exploitation,
torture or cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or have suffered from
armed conflict should have access to rehabilitation and appropriate
psychological treatment should be provided and, where appropriate,
expert advice.
Concluding remarks
The massive migrant wave initiated several questions and dilemmas
regarding the concepts of multiculturalism, questioning possible models
of coexistence of different ethnicities, races and religions in future.
Humanitarian crisis, distress and misery of migrants from geographically
distant war zones, has intervened in academic and professional debates
and in the interpretation of the entire human rights dimension and
reopened discussion of clash of civilizations at global, national and local
levels.
After the massive refugee wave, Europe faces the challenge of
maintaining the role of leading force for establishment of legal standards
and the level of protection achieved in the field of human rights. Europe
was leading this process in the historical development of human rights
as an attribute of the civilization. The main problem seems to be growing
anti-migrant populist discourse. Outbreaks of hatred, racism and
exclusion of members of other ethnic and religious communities have
warned policy makers that it is essential to strengthen the commitment
to tolerance and respect between different ethnic and religious
communities and to provide legal mechanism for protection of essential
human rights of migrants.However, in international instruments it is
clearly pointed that the sovereignty of States with regard to the right to
control the entry of aliens and their expulsion or extradition is limited by
the obligation that the State should not remove, expel or extradite an
individual in a country where he is in serious danger of being subjected
to inhuman treatment.
The Global Migration Agreement, signed in Marakesh in December 2018
raises the issue of migration and asylum in an international and
multilateral framework in order to promote closer cooperation and
dialogue between countries of origin, transit and destination of migration
flows, with a view to promoting safe and legal migration in conformity
with achieved human rights protection standards. Even though several
countries opposed to the implementation of this agreement, it seems to
be a roadmap for further migration management and integration within
commonly agreed systemic solutions.
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